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INTRODUCTION

This study was undertaken to develop recommendations for a leiipUrt

classification system which is responsive to real estate and airspace needs

appropridte to a variety of helicopters, their differing performance caadbil,-

ties, and the impact of varying ambient enviornrental conditions.

The purpose of this report is to provide a basis for infuriieci plannily

during the site selection and design of heliports. It documents development

of the heliport classification method, and presents guidelines for rieliport

planners to determine the real estate and airspace requirements fur tne

various helicopter performance levels which are identified herein.

Earlier research, reported in the Study of Heliport Airspace and kea:

Estate Requirements (Reference 1), reviewed and evaluated the real estdte anro

airspace requirements as set forth in applicable U.S. heliport criteria. Tne

primary source of criteria was the Heliport Design Guide (Reference 2) which

is currently used by heliport planners. The study examined the Suitability of

criteria with respect to helicopter performance and various operational

requirements at heliports. Among the recommendations resulting fru thdt

study were: a revised heliport classification scheme with curresponuinj

changes to real estate and airspace criteria for instrument flight rules (F<)

operations; and helicopter performance chart standardization for fIlit

manuals with specific data requirements.

The research effort documented in this report expan1ds triat rev.ed

classification scheme and offers guiaelines for heliport planriner in estl:j-

lishing the appropriate real estate aird airspace. A helicopter perturiance

related heliport classification method is develuped which accoijjiudate an

applicable range of operating conditions and factors which liyact hel copter

perfoniance. Dimensional values for use in planning both redl estdte and

airspace surfaces are determined which relate to the identified heliport

classifications. These values are incorporated into generalized guilelines

for heliport planners to meet site-specific and non-standard uperatioral

i& . ... . . . .. 1



conditions. Requi reI;eft for fi ight hidrIUdI pertormd[Ice chidrtS dtId puDIi shed

heliport inforu;1ation are alSo identified.

This study has developed guidelines which should permit heliport planners

to implement heliports thdt enable maximized pruductivity in relationship ;o

praginetic constraints. The guidelines offer planners the ability to evaluate

the impact, on various helicopter pertormance classes, it site-specitic

conditions which limit the available real estate or do not alluw optiii'.

performance to be achieved. The guidelines developed in the course ot th,s

research are designed to maximize the productivity of helicopters. Untur-

tunately, dedication of the real estate and airspdce necessary for this

optimization of helicopters' utility may not always be practical and ,;ay, In

scove cases, be infeasible. The high costs of real estate, especially in suite

metropolitan areas, and existing terrain or structures, typically contlict

with implementation of an ideal or optimum heliport design. Resulting

compromises in heliport design will necessitate performance tradeofts in

subsequent helicopter operations.

The very performance-maneuver characteristics which make helicopters

unique can also provide a solution to the problem ot limited real estdte. ini

this regard, performance capability charts for use by helicopter plots cdn

provide a "go-no-go" system in the cockpit which would provide a bdsis tor

trading off productivity to enable successful operation at even the iost

restrictive heliports.

This study necessarily documents and analyzes the pertormance CdpdI ili-

ties and limitations of a broad range of currently certified and operating

helicopters, and establishes recommended real estate and airspace responw.ive

to the limiting conditions of both maximum gross weight and Cr'ItI(idl ambient

environmental condltions applicable to specific sites. This is done to

identify and establish the change in capabilities of helicopters which result

from high gross weight operations, and which require greater heliport real

estate and/or airspace. beyond that, improved performance and reouceo

heliport requirements are achieved through reduced operating weights of

neli copters.

Nkomo"



Advisory Circular AC1bU/5390-1l , Heliport Ue , iy Guide (,<eterence _';,

currently the primary source of guidance for heliport planners. ne dojcu-.e::

establishes basic obstacle surfdce criteria, and roiimerlds .;iniiiu, d.I- -

sional values and general operational Lonsiderotions tor heliport,. t s

criteria and recommendations are thoroughly discussed in Reterence 1. by way

of review, Figure 1 depicts the imaginary surfaces for heliports as prescrlced

in the Heliport Design Guide. The surfaces shown in Figure 1 depict the

current minimum requirements for heliports in the U.S., reyardiess ut

site-specific ambient conditions or the type of helicopters to use the

facility.

Heliport planners are faced with the ultimate task of determininy tne

amount of real estate and airspace needed for anticipated operatiuns. The

easiest approach would be to provide as much redl estate and as shallow an

obstacle gradient as physically possible. However, providing too iuch redl

estate can involve unnecessary or prohibitive costs; arid not allowing enuuy

can eliminate much of the utility of the heliport, or cause it to fali snurt

of providing an appropriate level of safety.

The decision-making situation must, then, effectively resulz in a

cost-benefit assessment. Some of the factors which influence that decision

process include: cost or availability of real estate; the type ot helicopters

to use the facility and their respective performance capabilities; the

expected ambient environmental conditions at the proposed site and their

effect on helicopter performance for the anticipated mission contiguratluns

(i.e., weight, etc.); and any special operational considerations which ilynt

be occasioned by requirements contained in the Federal Aviation kepulations

(FAR), state and local ordnances, or prudential regulations.

In resolving the issue of real estate requirements, the planner ,Lust work

closely with the potential operators; not only to understand their pertorndnce

capabilities, but to ensure that the ultimate decision supports sutficient

utility such that the resulting heliport design does nut intolerably lI;.It

their mission configurations but still protects the public interest. Tie

helicopter operators, however, do not now always have all the intormatiun they

3i
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need in their Rotorcraft Flight Manuals (RFM) di other documentation to

permit an adequate assessment of their capabilities with respect to obstacle

clearances provided by existing real estate and dirspace.

Thus, the solution to be offered by the Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA) must include not only performance-oriented heliport planning guidelines,

but appropriate performance data in flight manuals. In providing suitable

guidance to heliport planners, both a heliport classification scheme must be

introduced, and manufacturers must have guidance as to the performance data

required by the helicopter operators who will ultimately use the heliport

facilities.
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hELIPORT OPERATIONAL MODELS AND FLIGHT PROFILES

Before andlyziny helicopter performance requirements drid Cdpdbl]ties, It

ia osetul to identity the operdtiondl environment within which the helicopter

is expected to perform. For the purposes ot this resedr.I, the operJlOrunl

models described herein are restricted to those flight phases with relatively

close proximity to tile heliport itself -- i.e., to terminal operdtionis between

tne surface and 500 feet above ground level (AGL).

Baseline flight profiles are offered which characterize the flight phases

of interest, and the various types of operations to winch they apply are

discussed. To better understand those flight phases, two concepts introduced

in Reference I should briefly be reviewed: Heliport Maneuver Ared (Hilr) and

Balanced Heliport. Their definitions are restated below.

HELIPORT MANEUVER AREA: An obstacle-free level area, surrounding or

contiguois to the takeoff and landing area, to be used tur the necessary

in-ground-eftect maneuvering of helicopters during takeoff/departure and

approach/landing. It provides real estate for the acceleration and decelera-

tion of using helicopters, and varies in size.

BALANCED HELIPURT: With respect to engine tailure procedures oru

multi-engine helicopter operations, a heliport withi d waneuver ared of

sufficient size and appropriate quality of surface to permit an aborted

takeoff following an engine failure at the miost critical decisiun point fur

all Transport Category A helicopters authorized to use the fdcility.

The above definitions are not intended to restrict the operational models

presented herein. Rather, they were introduced to expand the flight phases of

one of tnree flight profiles to be discussed.

Baseline Flight Profiles

Three distinctly different flight profiles can be devt;loped for heliport

operations, which identify all potential terminal ;Ianeuver' and flight phases

applicable to both visual flight roles (VFR) and lFR operations. These

6



profiles are presented in Figure 2. The operdtiondl model for a yivlvn

heliport can contain variuus combinations of tlight phases, trom any or all ot

the profiles, depending on site-specific conditions dnd the capabilities ot

the helicopters which would use the heliport. The subject profiles represent

the possible operational needs of helicopters, and reflect the various

requirements of applicable certification and operating regulations of the FAR

(References 3 through 8).

Figure 2A shows the Horizontal Flight Profile, depicting the use ot a

significantly large Heliport Maneuver Area to support flight operations when

hover-out-of-gruund effect (HUGE) is not possible. For takeoff, a vertical

lift off to an in-ground-effect (IGE) hover is maae followed by accelerdtion

IGE to the airspeed for best rate of climb (Vy). Upon reaching Vy, climlb is

initiated and sustained until reaching cruising altitude. For landing,

approach is made at a comfortable airspeed and descent gradient until

approaching the ground plane. The aircraft is leveled oft IGE and decelerated

to an IGE hover within the confines of the Heliport Maneuver Area. A

variation of this technique, which may be used when the HMA surface IS

suitable, is a running landing.

Figure 2B shows the Direct Flight Profile, depicting takeotf and Idading

without the use of an appreciable HMA. The helicopter ;nust be capable of HUGE

to utilize this profile. For takeoft, a vertical lift off to an i niuver is

made followed by an accelerating climb. The needed initial climb gradient is

sustained until clear of controlling obstacles. Then acceleration to Vy is

resumed (if necessary) and climbout is continued at Vy. Ldnding approach ib

initiated at a comfortable airspeed and descent gradient with Uecelerdtlon

accomplished along the flight path to an IGE hover. When hovering pertordnce

capability is marginal, the Direct Profile landing way be used by completing a

decelerating approach to touchdown on the landing surfdce. In the latter

procedure, care must be used to ensure that sink rate is controlled througnout

the approach and that hover attitude and nearly zero groundspeed are attdined

at the moment of touchdown.

7
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Figure 2C shows the Vertical Flight Profile, defined tor use by Trdnspurt

Category A helicopters to ensure safe operation in tie event of engine tadlire

when operating from a heliport lacking an adequately sized HMA. For zaDeott,

a near vertical climb is initiated with slight backwards motion to retdiii

visual contact with the heliport landing area. Climb is continued until

reaching a critical decision height from which acceleration into forwdrd

flight is initiated. Failure of one engine before reaching the decision

height results in a decision to immediately land. Failure of one engine after

initiating the acceleration results in a decision to continue the takeoft,

descending if necessary to attain takeoff safety speed (TOSS) for climbout.

For landing, the approach profile is similar to the Direct Profile landing,

but approach beyond the critical decision point is continued directly to

touchdown on the landing surface as described in the procedure fur m arginal

hover capability. Utilization of the Vertical Profile procedure generdly

requires reduction in takeoff gross weight (TUGW) below the iiiaximuim certified

TOGW which would be based on Horizontal Profile procedural perforuance

capability.

The various flight maneuvers depicted are well documented dnd discussed

in Reference 1. Of importance to this study is the fact that eact; fli-jht

profile holds forth a clear option for various levels of perforlidnce truwii the

using helicopters, which result in different requirements for real estate and

airspace. Further, the profiles presented do not represent the only availaole

choices. Rather some blending or combination of phases of one profile can be

made with others. A case in point would be the blending of Horizortdl dna

Direct procedures when the HMA permits some measure of IGE acceleration, but

not enough to reach V as in the strict Horizontal case.

In heliport planning, the choice of flight profiles or coibnations

thereof, with attendant implications for real estate and aircraft pertorlldnce

will vary with the type of flight operations. Consideration ',ust therefore be

given to such conditions as'night, instrument or failure state operations Ond

the impact of operating regulations. These are addressed in the following

pages.

9



Instrument Operations

Given established minimum ceiling and visibility requirements, current

instrument flight profiles generally require an increase in real estate and

airspace from the baseline VFR requirements. The exception is the case ot

non-precision instrument approaches. There are three instrument flight phases

of interest: Non-Precision approach/landing, precision approach/landing, and

takeoff/departure. The real estate and airspace criteria contained in

Reference 2 are supplemented or changed by the U.S. Standard for Terminal

Instrument Procedures (TLRPS), referred to here as the TERPS Handbook

(Reference 9). Helicopter-Only criteria are established in Chapter 11

(Helicopter Procedures) of Reference 9.

A non-precision instrument approach/landing requires no additional real

estate or airspace beyond the current, basic VFR requirements of the Heliport

Design Guide. As reported in Reference 1, the procedures and obstacle

clearances for non-precision approaches are fully compatible with the existing

VFR surfaces at heliports.

4

Helicopter-Only precision instrument approaches are addressed only

insofar as real estate and airspace criteria are established for Precision

Approach Radar (PAR). They do require substantial increases in real estate

and airspace through the obstacle surface requirements identified in the TERPS

Handbook. The only potential alternative in the foreseeable future which

could relax those requirements is the certification of slow or decelerdting

steep approaches using the Microwave Landing System (ML) or other presently

uncertified precision landing aide.

An instrument takeoff/departure presents a somewhat different problem, as

there are no criteria established at present for real estate or obstacle

surfaces under Chapter 11 of Reference 9. Requirements for real estate and

airspace are otherwise determined by reviewing various regulations which

pertain to either aircraft certification or flight operations, depending on

which helicopter and the type of operation being conducted. Certification

requirements such as minimum IFR airspeeds for the various helicopters

10



are contained in FAR Parts 27 and 29, while operational regulations are found

in FAR Parts 91 or 127 and 135 and define applicable ceiling and visibility

requirements.

Certain minimum IFR airspeed limitations imposed through the aircraft

certification are documented in the Rotorcraft Flight Manual. These generate

a requirement for sufficient real estate, given ceilings too low to permit

climb and acceleration under visual meteorological conditions (VMC), to

accelerate to at least a minimum IFR airspeed or inininum IFR climb speed fruin

which a climbout can be initiated into instrument meteorological conditions

(IMC). The actual climbout airspeed employed may vary within the allowable

(certified) IFR airspeed envelope, but will most probably be at the recom-

mended IFR climb airspeed published in the RFM. The rate of climb for those

airspeeds determines climb gradients which can be used to define obstacle

surfaces.

Night Operations

The factors introduced by night operations center around the potential

absence or limits of visual cues for pilots. This suggests a possible need to

increase the minimum size of Heliport Maneuver Areas for those heliports

authorized for night operation. Where unmarked obstacles exist, shallower

obstacle surface gradient criteria might be considered. This would be similar

to the Canadian government's Night VFk heliport classification. (See Re-

ference 1.)

Two other alternatives are available that would preclude the neea fur

changing obstacle surfaces: final approach guidance and revised lighting

requirements. The first, especially in the case of the visual approach slope

indicator (VASI), could alleviate the need for revised lighting criteria.

Otherwise, it is recommended that consideration be given to requiring lighting

of obstacles that exceed a gradient of one-half the obstacle surface gradient

from the edge of the heliport maneuver area for those heliports certified or

approved for night operations.



Failure-State Operations

The underlying FAA philosophy is that obstacle protection, i.e., ttle

establishment of obstacle surfaces and clearances, generally assumes nori;idl

operations. Although it has not been directly suggested that this appies

primarily to Copter-Only procedures, it is believed that this is not tne CdSe

for all airplane obstacle surfaces/clearances.

It is useful to recall the "Balanced Field Length" concept, which applies

to certain multi-engine aircraft. The concept requires aircraft loaoing such

that, with the Weight, Altitude and Temperature (WAT) conditions for takeott

combined with the runway length, and in the event ot a single engine tailure,

the pilot will be able to either:

(1) abort the takeoff, and come to a full stop on the runway with engine

failure prior to the decision speed; or

(2) continue the takeoff, and climb with one engine inoperative ((JLI),

such that a minimum altitude of 35 feet AGL is achieved over the

departure threshold with an OI climb established.

There is presently no such concept applied to heliport design; only a

recommendation that suitable forced landing areas be made available along the

approach-departure paths.

Impact of Operating Regulations

The various, pertinent operating regulations were reviewed to identity

their impact on heliport requirements. Of interest were any vertical speeo,

airspeed, or other limitations which night dictate operations in a ,anner

which requires some specific or additional amounts of real estate or dlrspace.

The flight regulations of interest were FAR Parts 91, 127 and 135. Notinly

was found which would impose specific requirements (in terms ot numerlcdl

values) on the heliport planner, but responsibilities were clearly placed un

pilots to varying levels.
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Part 91 (General Operating Regulations) applies to dFI piHitb, reydrJ,',-

of the type of operation, and it is the ultimdte (ioverilliy reqi "ei.e't 3tter"

any other appropriate regulations have been complied with. Ot ilipor*d[Ce t,)

this research, it is the only one of the three PurLs of interest which y.jovel'Ils

the privately owned, not-for-hire Corporate/Executive flight operatlons. 1"

places no restrictions on helicopter pilots which would require real estaLe

other than that recommended in the current Heliport Design Guide. It does

direct in Paragraph 91.79 that, except for takeoff ano landing, the helicopter

will be flown at such an altitude and in such a manner that, in the event or

an engine failure, it can be safely landed without harn) to persons ind

property on the ground.

Part 127 applies to the handful of potential Scheduled Air Carrier

operations which may use helicopters. Paragraph 127.81 calls out limitations

in the Rotorcraft Flight Manuals which must be complied with, and which are

required under the aircraft certification regulations. Paragraph 127.83

specifically requires that Transport Category B helicopters have sate furced

landing areas available along the entire route. This suggests that planners

contemplating scheduled Part 127 service should ensure the availability of

forced landing areas early in the development process. Transport Category A

goes further in that it sometimes requires heliport maneuver dred sizes

suitable for rejected takeoffs. This is because not dli Transport Catejury A

helicopters are certified for vertical departure procedures. Its requiremients

can be imposed through the FAA-directed Operations Specifications for eitner

Part 127 or 135 operation.

Part 135 applies to the remaining Commercial Air Carrier or Air Tdxl

operators. It implies pilot responsibility even further thdn ParL 9j,

although no specific operational limitations or restrictionis are imposeu. ;In

Paragraph 135.229, Airport Requirements (which applies equal ly to heliports -in

a purely technical sense), it is stated that "no certitlcdte. h,!,der w,1 I

operate at any airport (heliport) unless it is adequdt: for Liie intended

operation, considering the size, surface, obstructions dnd light1ig.'

The difficulty in applying the manddte here is thdt the pilot HAdy or i y

not have the information needed to judge if his performance CdpdbliiLy 1s ot j
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sufficient level that the heliport would in fact be adequate. This point 1

reviewed further in later discussions of helicopter performance ciarts.

Considerations for Future Improvements

Anticipated changes in helicopter cdpdbillties, as well as neiihurt

landing systems and facilities, suggest thdt leliports, designed fur use Dy

future helicopters, should require less real estdte and airspace tLan is

presently needed. As a means to accomodate expected improve'I:ent ,, it is

recommended that performance charts be introduced now to satisfy pilots'

requirements in determining helicopter capabilities with respect to ,riy

site-specific obstacle surfaces and maneuver areas.

A number of aircraft are already under vdrious stages of developiient V

which may radically change heliport criteria of the future oy virtue of

introducing substantially different flight profiles. The Bell He,]copter

Textron XV-15 currently undergoing NASA/Army evaluation uses tiit-rotur

technology which allows it to convert in flight between a pure helicopter and

a pure airplane mode. Additionally, th)e concept ot using three enyInes., in

helicopter powerplant systems (currently applied in the French Aerospatiale

Super Frelon and U.S. Sikorsky CH-53E) may find another suoscrioer aS tne

British Westland EH-1O1 development proyram progresses.

In such cases, a vertical liftoff with an UGL transition to forwdrJ

flight may become the preferred departure procedure. Especially in t.:_ cdst.

of three-engine helicopters, vertical approach ad departure profiles could

resolve much of the desire for minimum real estate, given sutticient excess

power through the third engine.
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ROLE OF HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE IN HELIPORT PLANNING

Given unlimited real estate and airspace for the heliport, there dre no

perfomance requirements (i.e., required Cdpabiities) imposed on us i:iy

helicopters beyond d need for hover in ground effect (HIGE). .ather, tne

perfomance requirements are replaced by the operatiny limitatiors of tre

helicopter -- primarily the weight, altitude dlid telilpercLure uondtiLons ue-

termined in the aircraft certification documents, arid cited in the rotorcratt

flight manual.

However, because there are limits to the real estdte and airspoct

available, perfonance requirements or demands i;iust at times De made on t ie

using helicopters. This can take severdl forums, resulting i carious

approach-departure path gradients and/or heliport mianeuver area sizes.

On the other hand, certain combinations of altitude and temperdture Lan

severely limit or reduce the performance capabilities (such as ciiiiD

gradients) unless reductions in operating weight are made. Thus, to achieve

one performance capability (steep climb or descent) iay require a strinjent

performance limitation in terms of operating weight (payload).

This can present the heliport planner with tine need tu resolve

difficult issue. He must determine what is the best or acceptdbi , Ddlrrc t-

between the performance capabilities required and those dvailable.

Heliport Real Estate and Airspace Planning Decision

The balance introduced above underscores the buttoi,-line pidnnnY Ce-

cision required to implement a heliport: "Uetermine a level of perturmnidnce

(requirement and capability) which is both practical an cost-effective."
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Figure 3 portrdys the major elements or consi Idrdtiont in the helip ;rL

planning decision with respect to the critical case ot c iwb perlor'.anc.

Figure 3A depicts the full tradeoff regime available, while Figure 3b portray

the determination of an acceptable or practical trddeOtt. The Maxmu" forus,

Weight (MGW) line represents the highest productivity (pdyload) out results 1

the shallowest climb gradient -- and, consequently, the greatest real estate

and airspace. The example assumes there is no capability fur GUE hovr, thus

requiring a significantly large Heliport Maneuver Area. However, the e&a;.i,_

helicopter is capable of riuch greater performance (steeper clinib gradient) at

Light Gross Weight (LGW) but with little or no payload -- such as the iuniilu.I

crew and fuel for a short flight plus reserves. Typically, tne limitIn L(6

capability would consist of a steep, accelerating climb; but the L(W condition

offers no utility or productivity in terms of payload.

What the heliport planner and the heliport user !nust do, is deteruiine ur

agree upon a level of performance which is both affordable and sufficiently

productive. This is represented in Figure 3B as the Practical Level, wh-icn

results in accoriodation of an acceptable amount of user capability ,in ter-,,

of useful load) without requiring exorbitant amounts of real estate and

airspace.

The problem is complicated by the diversity of helicopters, each witn

differing performance capabilities. Their differences become even more

pronounced because of the numerous missions or various types ot operations

they perform. This results in different mission configurations which directly

affect their operating weights and, ultimately, perfornmance capabilities and

the attendant real estate and airspace requirements. Helicopter perforldiCU

thus becones the dominant factor in heliport planning.
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hELICOPTER PERFURMANCE CAPABILITIES

The earlier depicted flight protiles are usetul to oletine r d dfldyzk ',,

available performance capabilities and requirement for heliport operatluriw.

They further help define the performance chardcteristics or ddt Wt lh IhS I.US

determined and studied. The real estate arid airspace fleeded t<J d(LcOiUdt

the potential flight profiles is affected by the perturiiance cdaabilities, or

limitations, associated with the following flight regimes:

e hover

e acceleration

e deceleration

e cl imb

e descent

Detailed discussions of tliese flight regimes and tneir .haracteristics

can be found in Reference 1 and also in an earlier work entitlea Stuidy ol

Helicopter Performance and Terminal Instrument Procedures iReference 1U).

Of tnese five flight regimes, the performance requi rei.ients ut :wo

d o1inate heliport planning considerations -- acceleration and cliii. 't ricS

been previously reported (Reference 1) that deceleration and descent Jer-

formance capabilities are assured within limiting accelerati,rm 3no ii,

capabilities. That is, a helicopter which can sately depart aiong 3

prescribed flight path can safely use that same path on i reciprucdl neaoiry

for approach and landing (no wind conditions both ways). Cunsequetit/, tiie

following performance discussions focus on acceleration anj climib pertur,.irce.

Hover capability enters indirectly through its influence on acceleration and

climb. Details of the supporting analyses and theoretical rationale ,ray be

found in Appendix B.

A variety of helicopter design parameters which influence pertoriidcrre

have been analyzed in order to devise a means for makiny generdlized

performance estimates. It was concluded thdt tire m1ust IcYlcdl means ot

categorizing helicopters was to follow certificdtion practice and distinyulsN

between Normal Category helicopters -- helicopters ot less trdn bOULi IDS. TUGW

183
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(and certified in accordance with Reference 4), and Trdnsport Category

helicopters -- helicopters of more than 6000 lbs. Tuu.J (and certifien i,,

accordance with Reference 5). Distinctions between tie certification require-

ments of the two references have tended to gover(i design trddeotts to the

extent that 6000 pounds now provides d ndturdi division in Chdrdcteristlc-..

Further subdivision into engine type or number of engines is possiule, Out it

dilutes the statistical base for evaluation of otier parameters too iaicn, t.,LS

conplicating rather than aiding the process of yernerdliZdtion. Consequenti),

those design parameters which have proven to be of interest have been exd;Ailned

and further subdivided into three performance levels within edCh of ttnese two

helicopter categories -- Normal and Transport. Performance levels reflect cuie

variance of these design parameters within a category by dppr-Jx,1ately

defining a 95% confidence interval on the category mean. Perfonuar ce levels

are defined as follows:

Performance Level I -- Most (about 95%) modern helicopters in tne

category are able to perform at this level or

better.

Perfomance Level II -- Approximately 50% o of inudern helicopters in tit

category can perform at this level or better, annc

50% cdnot. Level II defines the edn qltil t ne

category.

Performance Level III -- Few modern helicopters in tne category cdn

perform at this level or better.

Consequently, Levels I and III are approximate, not absolute, lower dnd uppet

bounds within the (Normal and Transport) category and Level I defines tne

expected mean value. For purposes of this report "modern" nelicopters -Include

those reflecting design philosophies of the 1960-198U time frame.

These generalizations are based on single main rotor heli,1opters; tne

configuration which dominates current operational helicopters. lhe iell-

copters reviewed included only one tandem rotor h1'0iop)ter did i -oao,,
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synchropter, or side-by-side rotor conti yurdt uri. The Sdlp I e eva: 4teo

1 inc uded few piston engine helicopters, so gererd I Lzd t ions .:iure r i i a,,.

reflect characteristics of turbine powered helicopters. Sinkjle and r):

engine helicopters have been intermingled without distinctiun except in L: ,s,

discussions germane specitically to Transport Category A nelicoptert j; to

their unique operations.

Acceleration Performance

When only IGE hover is possible, when a Tranzport Cateyory lie ,cot*r

must accelerate to a climb speed above that prescribed )y its I imitint j'elr, t-

velocity (H-V) diagram, or when iiinimnum IFR speed (or iiniiuii Ilk cli!iD St e

if applicable) must be attained before initiating climb, a level dcceeraijri

within a Heliport Maneuver Area is required. At altitudes beluw tflu :iuut

ceiling, as may occur in either of the latter two condition., acct erl'onI

rate is limited by practical rather than performance considera1ons. Tne

acceleration rate attainable for departure from the hover is relatec. L, t[it

amount of nose-down rotation made fromi the hover itLltuce. For pd3isC!ev

comfort this rotation should not be expected to normally excee, i)&. 1;.e

resulting practical limit on acceleration rate is thlen about .18y tor alI

helicopters that are operating below their HUGE ceiliny. In tie tor;er <dS2,

when a helicopter is within its HIGE ceiling limitation, but is nut dblt Lu

hover OGE, .18g may not be safely attainable. A iesser, more tentdtive

rotation is required to ensure that the desired height dbove the ground ,dy I)e

sustained. As discussed more fully in Appendix B, under these irauiistinices

50 rotation may be about the maximuri to expect whi(-h results ill dol

acceleration rate of about .09g. Table 1 pruvides the diStdnCeS Heeded Lu

accelerate to airspeeds ranging fro 10-70 Knots for accelerdtion rdtes

between .04g and .20g.

The Heliport Maneuver Area size is dictated by these acc.elerdtion

distances and the appropriate airspeeds for initiatin climb. ti-V diagrais

for all Transport Category helicopters are defl; ed in Reterence b as

limitations, which implies that ninimuri climb speeds are thereby prescribed.

Resulting minimum climb speeds would be 30-40 Knuts tor wuuti-en irie Tronsport

Category helicopters and 50-60 Knots fur single engine Trdnsport
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TABLE 1

HELIPORT MANEUVER AREA

ACCELERATION DISTANCES

Distances (in feet) Required to Accelerdte to Vdriuus Airspeeds

for the Indicated Constant Accelerdtion RdteS

and Corresponding Chdnges in Attitude

Acceleration Attitude Airspeed dt End of Accelerdtion (Knots)

Rate Change 10 20 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 10

.04g 2.30 111 443 998 1358 1774 2245 2172 3b54 3991 4b64 543J

.06g 3.40 74 296 665 905 1183 1497 1648 2236 26b1 3123 262;1

.08g 4.60 55 222 499 679 887 1123 1386 1677 1996 234Z 2/to

,lOg 5.7' 44 177 399 543 710 898 1109 i342 159/ 1374 2173

.i2g 6.80 37 148 333 453 591 748 924 1118 1330 1561 1811

.14g 8.00 32 127 285 388 507 641 792 958 1140 1338 Ib',b

.16g 9.10 28 111 249 340 443 561 63 838 998 1171 !,b8

.18g 10.20 25 99 222 302 394 499 616 745 687 1041 I1J/

.20g 11.30 22 89 200 272 355 449 554 6/i 98 931 1061
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Category helicopters. The H-V didyrdiil is not detined as d limitdtiun in

Nonnal .ategory helicopters by Reference 4. InStedd, the H-V ,lia- rdl. Jeitlhe'.

avoid" areas, which result in no implied requireimernt, to observe uifliiw

climb speed. References 6 through 8 are silent on this topic.

Transport Category A helicopters demonstrate procedures whIl0 ensurt, ,jtk

handling of engine failure emergencies during thie critical phdeS UT tell.Cull

and landing operations as part of their certificdtion requiremae) ts. Tiit [s

procedures and the limiting WAT conditions dnd Heliport Mdneuver Area ieri~tns

for which they apply are published in the RFM. Implicitly, Transport ategury

A helicopters should use either the Horizontal or Vertlcdl Prutils stiuwii i'

Figure 2; Transport Category B m~ust use the Horizontal Prufile; ano N irialI

Category helicopters may use either the Horizontal or Diirect Prot ile.

Inasmuch as all single engine helicopters above 6000 pounds TUG f .-l

into Transport Category B, this class of helicopters provides the OoIainant

need for a significantly large Helicopter Maneuver Area under ViR ono ;A's

(50-60 Knots). However, minimum IFR airspeeds are typically 40-bU Knots; dna,

in one case, a minimum IFR climb speed of 70 Knots dpplies. Consequently, IFK

heliports will need even larger Heliport Maneuver Areas IHMA), base' on 'N

Knots if all IFR certified helicopters are to be accommodited, until tuture

design developments or modified certificatiorn criterld permit accelertmog,

climbing departures under IMC conditions.

As examples: (1) A VFR heliport is planned which will serve Transpurt

Category B helicopters. All such helicopters which will use the heliport dre

expected to have minimum climb speeds of 50 Knots (ds represented Dy tHeir H-V

diagrams). The altitude ot the heliport arid worst sedsonal temperdtures ur,:

not expected to limit performance, so Table I shows tnadt .18g acceleration to)

50 Knots requires an acceleration distance of 616 feet. This wuuln detine tnu

minimuti HMA for the stated circumstances. t2) An IFR heliport is planned d

an altitude for which the worst seasonal temperatures preclude iU r Dy i

particular Normal Category helicopter which is expected to be a prlncipal user

of the heliport. This helicopter has a minimum IFR cl1ib spee, of 10 Krius.

Using an acceleration rate of .09y to 70 Knots it is found, by interpuljth;1,

that 2445 feet are needed for the ininimnuiii HMA. It only ?Q(UU feet a re
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available, this helicopter must be down lodded to d weight pe ri1,tihy rin

which would thereby require an HMA of at least 120? teet. It Shuud l

realized that interwediate weights above that for HU6L may permiitL atcteratlon

to 70 Knots within the 2000 feet potentially availaole, but tnere i no

requirement to define such capabilities ig the RFM.)

One additional consideration applies to the HMA. Transport Category A

helicopters have procedures defined for Horizontal Flight Profile Jepartures.

These procedures use the Balanced Heliport concept described in the intro-

duction of this report in which the helicopter is accelerated in approximately

level flight to a critical decision point at which the takeoff safety speed

(TOSS) is reached. Failure of an engine before reaching TUSS results in an

essentially level deceleration to a landing called a rejected takeott. The

rejected takeoff distance is the combined distance for acceleration and

deceleration to a stop which may include a ground roll. Each Transport

Category A helicopter for which such procedures have been approved nas

published in its RFM the rejected tdkeoft distances fur all appruvvi ,, [

combinations. Inasmuch as there are a limited numiber ut such helicopters, dna

their procedures vary slightly, it is not possible to define a general rule

for HMA to accommodate Transport Category A operations using Hurizontal Fliynt

Profile procedures. (The worst case for such prucedures requires, 23UU teet

and the most favorable case noted requires 886 feet).

Climb Performance

Two modes of climb performance have been estimated -- Conventional 'Qlimu

at airspeed for best rate of climb, Vy, and Direct (accelerating) Climb. III

the Conventional Climb, power is assumed to be at the maxiumUi continuous

rating, Vy has already been attained, and the estimated climb pertora..ince is

based on stabilized, sustainable conditions. In the Direct Climb, power is

increased to takeoff rating as climb is initiated from hover jinitafly Ztru

airspeed, zero rate of climb), and forward flight is concurrently in], tidted So

that a constant climb gradient is maintained while accelerating an( climnbiny

simultaneously.
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The Conventional Climb mode is typically used in conjunction with d

Horizontal Profile departure, or the latter stages of Direct or Vertical

Profile departures after clear of constraining ObStdcleS. Climb gradients fur

Conventional Climb data should be used in conjunction with HMA dimensions to

establish airspace requirements appropriate to heliports which require an .1kM,

i.e., heliports serving Transport Category b, IFN, or traffic likely to be

operating above HOGE.

Direct Climbs are those initiated fromi hover for Direct Prutile de-

partures. A helicopter must be able to climb vertically to initiate such a

climb. The climb gradients estimated herein for Direct Climb are based on a

concurrent requirement for acceleration along a constant climb gradient.

Steeper climbs are always possible for WAT conditions which perwit tn1s cli b

mode, but acceleration along the flight path may not be significant.

Data presented are based on a baseline helicopter in edCh of the Norural

and Transport helicopter categories. A baseline helicopter weight Wa;

selected within each category which exhibited tie least capability for tne

type of climb considered. Perfonmance variations between weights withill d

category were small but distinguishable, hence the selection of one we'jht in

each category to establish a baseline for that category.

Within each type of climb (Conventional and Direct), data dr,.! presented

in tabular form for performance achieveable at each of tne three perftrarmCe

levels -- Levels I, II and II. A further breakdown i , made to show tne

effect of off-loading weight by snowing climb gradients for each of tiree

proportional weights -- 100%, 90% and 801% of the limiting TUUW. "W% ot TijUW

is an approximation of the minimum weight for d productive lJdau. kLiipty

weight of tarbine helicopters averages about 52% of TUUW; piston nielicupters,

67%.) Data are presented for pressure altitudes ranging tru sed level to

10,000 feet and for four temperature levels. [ne temperature levels dre

standard day conditions for each altitude and conditions of 100(L, ?Du. and

300 C hotter than standard day.
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One remaining climb performance category is nut estimated because of tne

limited population served; that is one engine inoperaLive (OLI) perforwance of

Transport Category A helicopters. Generalizations are ore readily rmiade baSeC

on certification requirements. Reference 5 requires UeI demonstrdtion of iJD

feet per minute climb rate immediately after takeoff at the TUSS selected, and

150 feet per minute at V 1000 feet above the takeoff site. Typical TosS

range up to 52 Knots, which equates to a climb yrd(Iient of 53:1. Vy range .,p

to about 80 Knots which equates to 54:1. For Horizontal Profile departures

tailored to Transport Category A requirements, the 53:1 gradient shouiu oe

protected from an HMA which would accommodate the rejected takeoff oistance

discussed under acceleration. For Direct P'rofilL departures, the 53:1

gradient should be protected from a point 35 feet above the departure edge uf

the heliport (HMA). (35 feet is the minimuvl altitude penmitted ;n attaining

TOSS after the critical decision point in a Direct Profile departure).

Climb Gradients

Data developed herein are presented in part as figures for discusSion of

pertinent characteristics. Following the fiyures dr colprelietir.ve taLs S

which present climb gradients base' on the full range of all WAT conditions

and performance levels previously cited.

Figures 4A and 4B provide d comparison of the impact ot perturn.1_

levels on the variation of climb gradient capability Wvitt changes in jress Le

altitude. Figure 4A shows Conventional Clirib data. irst, note ttij" lit e2.,1

variety of climb, performance level tads a 'Id )r 11pdA. o1( Cdpdbl ) lity.

(Subsequent figures will snow thdt welmht and toriprtt.iri, cha1.4PS hidVe cvS

significant effects within the ranges or data preent-'.) lkures 4% and i

are both presented for standard day temperatures \cireshlonding to appl Icanle

altitudes) at 100% ot the limitinq TOGW. It should dlSo he noted that cli:ib

gradient becomes less steep with increasing altitude fhr both types of li.

However, the accelerating Direct Climb is uch more sensitive to :>,)t h chanjs

in altitude and differences between performance levels. Conventi)nai Cliios

cannot achieve the high climb angles possible under soie circumstances for Ln

accelerating Direct Climb since Conventional Clii:ibt. i-( conducted at. Vy,

approximately the speed for minimum power, in forward tiigrii. iirect Cl I~b,,
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as defined herein, sustains a constant climb angle which implies that tne

forward component of velocity must be limited to something less than Vy. it

should also be noted that Level I helicopters cannot achieve Direct li1,1:

gradients as steep as their Conventional Climb gradients for the conditions

shown. As altitude increases, the same becomes true of Levels II and 111

successively.

Figures 5A and 513 show corresponding data for Transport Category

helicopters. General trends and relationships shown by these figures dre

similar to those discussed above for Normal Category helicopters. Transport

Category helicopters do exhibit an overall higher level of perfor;iance tnan

Normal Category helicopters with less apparent variations between levels.

Figures 6A and 6B focus on Normal Category helicopters at Performance

Level II as an example of comparisons which could also have been made Detween

other performance levels or employing Transport Category helicopters. Tne

purpose of Figures 6A and 6B is to illustrate the impacts of temperature and

gross weight and to demonstrate that their combined effects define three

flight regimes (in terms of altitude and climb grddient). One of these flignt

regimes can be achieved for any combination of temperature and gross weignt

illustrated; one flight regime is not achievable at all; and the flight regi:ve

intermediate to these two requires some tradeoff of gross weight to achieve

climb capability for particular combinations of altitude and temperr.ire.

In Figure 6A, four solid lines show the limitiny Conventinaii ,

capability at temperatures of 30' above, 2U° above, 100 above, and dt stanadJ,'

day temperatures corresponding to the plotted altitude. Each of tnese so1 A

lines represents 100% of TIJUW. Two dashed lines above show the iVtluence (it

reducing weight, the lower line representing 90% of the limiting TUGW at Lte

standard temperatures of the adjacent solid line. The second dashed lirfe

represents 80% of TOGW for the same standard day conditions. Anal'oyus

reductions can readily be imagined for each of the hotter conditions shown,

but their presentation on the graph would conflict with the in"es Iedictec.

Figure 68 shows similar information for the otcelerating Direct Climn;

however, no line is present for temperatures of 30' above standdrd. Level A

Normal Category helicopters do not have Direct Climb capability dt lUo;, it

TOGW at such temperatures.
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The region included between these performance lines is shown as a

tradeoff regime while the region below the lowest line is indicated to have

unlimited climb capability and the region above the highest has no capability.

Each of the four solid lines is the upper limit of the unlimited capability

region for its applicable temperatures. Likewise, the dashed lines would

project downward to a corresponding lower level at higher temperatures. The

upper limit of the tradeoff regime is not sharply defined because weight

tradeoffs below 80% are possible, but with rapidly diminishing productive

utility.

Figures 7A, 7B and 7C show Conventional Climb capability for Performance

Levels I, II and III respectively. Format is the same as in Figure 6A . The

same principles previously discussed are equally valid for both Levels I and

III, and were more fully dicussed for Level II.

Figures 8A, B and C provide Direct Climb data for Levels I, II and III

respectively. Direct Climb capability is highly variable and may require

reduction in takeoff weight, even at low altitudes, to attain the capability

to climb along a useful gradient.

Tables 2 through 17 present the full scope of these data for use in

planning heliports. As an example of their utility, let us assume we wish to

operate a heliport which will be located 2000 feet above sea level. The worst

weather conditions routinely expected may raise the pressure altitude to 2500

feet (during passage of a summertime low pressure system) with a concurrent

temperature 200C warmer than standard day. We are concerned about Normal

Category helicopter operations with no HMA. Table 12 shows that Level II

helicopters have a negligible Direct Climb capability at 100% of TOGW, but can

achieve 5.32:1 at 90% of TOGW. Level I helicopters would be required to

download to 80% of TOGW to better 8:1 and Level III helicopters cuuld achieve

5.05:1 at full TOGW. Such a heliport would have general utility, but some

helicopters (probably about half of potential types) would need to trade some

potential payload to achieve satisfactory performance levels. To extend this

example, if we had been more concerned about high temperature as the dominant

weather extreme, the worst conditions would be 2000 feet altitude but 300C

warmer than standard day. Using Table 13, we find that: a Level I Normal
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TABLE 2

CLIMB GRADIENTS FUR CONVLNTIU14AL LLIPi3

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURLS

NORMAL CATEGORY HELICOPTLRS

PERFORMANCL LLVLLS

PRESSURE I II L1

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUGL PerLent ldK. TOUG

(feet) (oC) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 90_ J".

S.L. +15 10.0t 8.08 6.28 5.62 4.79 3.93 3.% 3.4o 2.YJ

500 +14 10.49 8.38 6.49 5.80 4.94 4.05 4.10 3. o 2.14

1,000 +13 10.97 8.71 6.70 6.0U 5.09 4.1b 4.22 3.67 3.00

1,500 +12 11.48 9.05 6.93 6.21 5.26 4.28 4.35 3.78 3.14

2,000 +11 12.03 9.42 7.16 b.43 5.42 4.41 4.49 3.89 3.2.)

2,500 +10 12.63 9.81 7.41 6.65 5.6U 4.54 4.63 4.UU 3.32

3,000 + 9 13.28 10.23 7.67 6.90 5.79 4.67 4.78 4.12 3.42

3,500 + 8 13.98 10.67 7.95 7.1b 5.98 4.82 4.93 4.25 J.ji

4,000 + 7 14.76 11.15 8.24 /.43 6.18 4.9b 5.10 4.36 >.o2

4,500 + 6 15.61 11.67 8.55 7.11 b.40 5.12 b.21 4.t 3.72

5,000 + 5 16.55 12.23 8.88 8.02 6.02 b.28 5.44 4.b .

6,000 + 3 18.76 13.48 9.60 8.69 7.11 5.62 5.83 4.96 4.0t,

7,000 + 1 21.54 14.97 10.41 9.45 7.bb b.00 6.25 5.21 4.3i

8,000 - 1 25.16 16.7b 11.34 10.33 8.21 6.41 6.7? 5.b 4.5e

9,000 - 3 30.04 18.96 12.41 11.35 8.96 o.8/ ;.Z5 o.(b 4..

10,000 - 5 36.99 21.71 13.67 12.54 9.75 7.38 7. 4 t.49 5.l1:
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CLIMB3 GRADIENIS [Ok CUNVLNIUNAI t1I

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES .10"C

NORMAL CATEGORY HELICOPILR'

PERVFkMANCL LLVLL5

PRESSURE I II Ili i

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. TuuW Percent Max. !UuW

(feet) (0C) 100% 90% 80% 10U% 90% dU IUU. 9Ul 8J

S.L. +25 12.36 9.64 7.30 6.b5 b.52 4.46j 4.)/ 3.95 ,.Zb

500 +24 12.96 10.04 7.56 b.79 b.7U 4.ol 4./1 4.01 3.3/

1,000 +23 13.65 10.46 7.82 1.03 b.89 4.75 4.8b 4.19 .4/

1,500 +22 14.38 10.92 8.10 7.29 6.09 4.39 5.02 4.32 3.5/

2,000 +21 15.18 11.41 8.40 7.57 6.29 b.04 b.16 4.4t 3.b7

2,500 +20 16.06 11.94 8.71 7.86 u.51 5.20 b.35 4.b6 3.7/

3,000 +19 17.04 12.51 9.04 8.17 6.74 t.3t) 5.53 4.!3 3.86

3,500 +18 18.12 13.12 9.40 8.50 b.98 5.53 5.72 4.6i 4.00

4,000 +17 19.32 13.79 9.77 8.85 1.23 b.iU b.92 t.U3 4.il

4,500 +16 20.68 14.52 10.11 9.22 7.bU 5.139 0.12 b.19 4.23

5,000 +15 22.21 15.31 10.59 9.62 7.16 6.08 6.34 b.3tj 4.ib

b,000 +13 25.98 17.15 11.54 i0.51 8.43 .5J 6.2 j.7Z 4.63

7,000 +11 31.08 19.40 12.62 11.54 9.09 o.95 7.35 0.1i. 4.92

8,000 + 9 38.41 22.23 13.89 12.7b 9.89 7.4t 7.94 b.b/ 5.24

9,000 + 7 49.73 25.87 It.38 14.19 10.80 h.js 8.b2 1.0ht 5.59J

10,0 0 + 5 69.65 30.71 1/.16 15.94 11.8b 6. / 9.39 /.oe :i.'
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TABLE 4

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR CONVENTIONAL CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES +2U°C

NORMAL CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I II LA

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. TGW Percent Max. TUGW

(feet) (0C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 60%

S.L. +35 15.37 11.52 8.47 7.63 6.34 5.07 5.22 4.48 3.69

500 +34 16.26 12.05 8.78 7.92 6.55 5.23 5.39 4.61 3.8u

1,000 +33 17.24 12.62 9.11 8.23 6.78 5.39 5.57 4.75 3.90

1,500 +32 18.32 13.24 9.46 8.56 7.02 5.56 5.75 4.90 4.02

2,000 +31 19.53 13.90 9.83 8.91 7.27 5.73 5.95 5.U5 4.13

2,500 +30 20.89 14.63 10.23 9.28 7.54 5.91 u.16 5.22 4.25

3,000 +29 22.43 15.43 10.65 9.68 7.82 6.11 6.37 b.36 4.3b

3,500 +28 24.19 16.29 11.10 10.10 8.12 b.31 6.bO 5.5b 4.51

4,000 +27 2b.21 17.26 11.59 1U.56 8.43 6.52 6.84 5.74 4.b4

4,500 +26 28.55 18.31 12.11 11.05 8.77 6.74 7.1U 5.94 4.79

5,000 +25 31.32 19.49 12.67 11.58 9.12 6.97 7.37 b.14 4.9.

6,000 +23 38.62 22.30 13.92 12.79 9.91 7.4d 7.96 6.56 b.25

7,000 +21 49.87 25.91 15.39 14.21 10.81 8.04 8.6Z 7.U ..t9

8,000 +19 69.58 30.75 17.16 15.93 11.86 8.67 9.39 /.oi s.W7

9,000 +17 112.51 37.51 19.29 18.04 13.08 9.37 10.26 8.22 i.Jo

10,000 +15 280.71 47.69 21.93 20.70 14.53 io.17 11.28 8.9Z 0.64
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TABLE 5

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR CONVENTIONAL CLINt3

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES ,300C

NORMAL CATEGORY HELICOPTLRS

PERIORMANCE LLVLLS

PRESSURE I II ill

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. TUGW Percent MdA. IU)W

(feet) (0C) 100% 90% 8U% 100% 90i 80% 1U0/ 90'k 6u%

S.L. +45 19.43 13.85 9.80 8.88 7.2b 5.7? 5.93 5.d, 4.1?
500 +44 20.76 14.56 10.19 9.25 7.b1 s.9U b.14 5.20 4.24

1,000 +43 22.27 15.34 10.61 9.64 /./Y 6.UY 6.35 5.3/ 4.37

1,500 +42 23.97 1b.19 11.05 10.05 8.U 6.Z8 b.51 5.54 4.49

2,000 +41 25.92 17.12 11.52 10.50 8.34 o.49 6.81 s./2 ..63

2,500 +40 28.18 18.15 12.03 10.98 8.72 b.71 7.U6 b.91 4./o

3,000 +39 30.84 19.30 12.57 11.50 9.01 b.94 7.32 .1i 4.91

3,500 +38 33.99 20.57 13.1b 12.06 9.44 7.17 7.60 6.32 !.ub

4,000 +37 37.81 22.01 13.80 12.67 9.81 7.43 7.90 b.,D4 :.2z

4,530 +36 42.49 23.63 14.48 13.32 10.26 /.b9 8.21 6.1/ !.38

5,000 +35 48.40 25.48 15.23 14.05 10.71 1.9i 8.55 1.61 5.jb

6,000 +33 66.48 30.09 1b.93 15.71 11.72 8.59 9.29 t.5' ).9z

7,000 +31 104.09 36.46 18.98 17.73 12.90 9.21 10.14 1.14 0.3?

8,000 +29 231.54 45.92 21.52 20.27 14.30 11).05 11.1 i .71

9,000 +27 NC 61.25 24.7U 23.52 15.9/ 10'.94 12.26 -.)i .Z6

10,000 +25 NC 90.65 28.84 27.85 18.00 i.j6 13.63 IJ.4 /.i

INC NO CIiioU (dpaul Ity
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TABLE 6

CLIMB GRADIENTS FUR CONVENTIONAL CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES

TRANSPORT CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I I I II

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TOUW

(feet) (°C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 8j%

S.L. +15 6.78 5.81 4.80 4.52 3.97 3.35 3.44 3.05 2.59

500 +14 7.00 5.99 4.93 4.65 4.08 3.44 3.53 3.13 2.66

1,000 +13 7.24 6.17 5.07 4.79 4.19 3.53 3.63 3.21 2.73

1,500 +12 7.48 6.36 5.21 4.93 4.31 3.62 3.73 3.30 2.60

2,000 +11 7.74 6.56 5.36 5.07 4.43 3.72 3.84 3.39 2.88

2,500 +10 8.01 6.77 5.52 5.23 4.55 3.82 3.95 3.46 Z.95

3,000 + 9 8.29 6.99 5.68 5.39 4.69 3.92 4.ub 3.5o 3.03

3,500 + 8 8.60 7.22 5.85 5.55 4.82 4.03 4.18 3.66 3.11

4,000 + 7 8.92 7.46 6.02 5.73 4.96 4.14 4.30 3.18 3.ZU

4,500 + 6 9.25 7.71 6.20 5.91 5.11 4.26 4.42 3.69 3.28

5,000 + 5 9.61 7.98 6.39 6.10 5.2b 4.38 4.55 4.00 3.37

6,000 + 3 10.40 8.56 6.80 6.51 5.59 4.63 4.83 4.23 3.56

7,000 + 1 11.29 9.20 7.25 6.95 5.95 4.90 5.13 4.46 3.7b

8,000 - 1 12.31 9.92 7.74 7.45 6.34 5.19 5.46 4.15 3.97

9,000 - 3 13.49 10.73 8.28 8.00 6.7b 5.51 5.82 5.04 4.2U

10,000 - 5 14.87 11.66 8.88 8.61 7.23 5.8b b.22 .3b 4.45
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TABLE 7

CLIMB GRADIENTS FUR CONVENTIONAL CLIMb

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES +IOC

TRANSPORT CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I II II

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUGW Percent Mdx. TIOGW

(feet) (0C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 83%

S.L. +25 1.89 6.68 5.45 5.16 4.50 3.18 3.90 3.44 2.921

500 +24 8.17 6.89 5.61 5.31 4.63 3.88 4.01 3.53 3.O

1,000 +23 8.4b 7.11 5.7/ 5.48 4.76 3.98 4.12 3.oi 3.08

1,500 +22 8.7b 7.34 5.94 5.64 4.90 4.99 4.24 3.71 3.1b

2,000 +21 9.08 7.59 6.11 5.82 5.04 4.ZU 4.36 3.8,  3.24

2,500 +20 9.43 7.84 6.30 6.00 5.19 4.32 4.49 3.94 3.33

3,000 +19 9.79 8.11 6.49 6.19 5.34 4.44 4.62 4.05 3.42

3,500 +18 10.17 8.39 6.69 6.39 5.50 4.56 4.75 4.16 3.bi

4,000 +17 10.58 8.69 6.90 6.60 5.67 4.69 4.90 4.28 3.60

4,500 +16 11.02 9.01 7.12 6.82 5.84 4.82 5.05 4.40 3.7J

5,000 +15 11.49 9.34 7.35 7.05 6.02 4.96 5.20 4.53 3.60

6,000 +13 12.52 10.07 7.84 7.55 6.41 b.25 5.53 4.8U 4.02

7,000 +11 13.72 10.89 8.38 8.1) 6.84 5.5/ 5.89 5.10 4.25

8,000 + 9 15.12 11.82 8.98 8.72 7.31 5.92 b.28 5.41 4.49

9,000 + 7 16.77 12.88 9.65 9.41 1.83 6.29 b.72 b.7b 4.76

10,000 + 5 18.76 14.11 10.40 10.20 8.41 6.70 1.20 o.14 5.05
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TABLE 8

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR CONVENTIONAL LLIMb

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES +2U0 C

TRANSPORT CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I II 111

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Mcx. TUGW Percent Max. TUGW

(feet) (-C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80%

S.L. +35 9.16 7.64 6.15 5.86 5.07 4.23 4.39 3.86 3.26

500 +34 9.50 7.90 6.34 6.04 5.22 4.34 4.51 3.96 3.34

1,000 +33 9.86 8.17 6.53 6.23 5.37 4.46 4.64 4.07 3.43

1,500 +32 10.25 8.45 6.73 6.43 5.53 4.58 4.7b 4.18 3.52

2,000 +31 10.65 8.74 6.93 6.64 5.70 4.71 4.92 4.30 3.62

2,500 +30 11.09 9.06 7.15 6.85 5.87 4.84 5.07 4.42 3./2

3,000 +29 11.55 9.39 7.38 7.08 6.05 4.98 5.22 4.55 3.82

3,500 +28 12.05 9.74 7.61 7.32 6.24 5.12 5.38 4.68 3.92

4,000 +27 12.58 10.11 7.86 7.58 6.44 5.27 5.55 4.82 4.03

4,500 +26 13.15 10.50 8.13 7.84 6.64 5.42 5.72 4.96 4.14

5,000 +25 13.77 10.92 8.40 8.13 6.86 5.58 5.9U b.11 4. 6

6,000 +23 15.16 11.84 9.00 8.74 7.33 5.92 6.29 b.42 4.50

7,000 +21 16.79 12.89 9.66 9.42 7.84 6.29 6.72 b.76 4./b

8,000 +19 18.76 14.11 10.40 10.19 8.41 6.70 7.20 6.14 5.04

9,000 +17 21.14 15.52 11.23 11.07 9.04 7.14 7.72 6.55 5.35

10,000 +15 24.12 17.19 12.17 12.08 9.76 7.63 8.30 7.00 b.u8
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TABLE 9

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR CONVENTIONA CLIMb

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES 3UC

TRANSPORT CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE 1 II i

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TOGW Percent Mdx. TJ6W

(feet) (0C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 901 8JM

S.L. +45 10.62 8.72 6.92 6.62 5.68 4.70 4.91 4.29 3.61

500 +44 11.05 9.03 7.13 6.83 5.85 4.83 5.05 4.41 3.71

1,000 +43 11.50 9.35 7.35 7.06 6.03 4.96 5.21 4.54 3.61

1,500 +42 11.99 9.70 7.59 7.30 6.22 5.10 5.36 4.67 3.91

2,000 +41 12.51 10.06 7.83 7.54 6.41 5.25 5.53 4.8U 4.J1

2,500 +40 13.07 10.44 8.09 7.80 6.61 5.40 5.70 4.94 4.12

3,000 +39 13.67 10.85 8.36 8.08 6.82 b.b6 5.87 D.08 4.?4

3,500 +38 14.31 11.29 8.64 8.37 7.05 5./2 b.06 !.23 4.3'

4,000 +37 15.02 11.75 8.94 8.68 7.26 5.89 6.26 b.39 4.46

4,500 +36 15.78 12.24 9.25 9.00 7.52 6.U7 b.46 b.b 4.SU

5,000 +35 16.60 12.77 9.58 9.34 7.78 b.25 6.6/ 5./3 .i/3

6,000 +33 18.50 13.95 10.30 10.10 8.34 6.65 /.14 6.09 5.01

7,000 +31 20.80 15.32 11.11 10,95 8.96 7.08 7.b5 6.49 b.31

3,000 +29 23.65 16.93 12.02 11.92 9.65 7.56 8.21 6.93 b.63

9,000 +27 27.26 18.84 13.06 13.05 10.43 8.08 b.85 1.41 :).98

10,000 +25 32.00 21.15 14.25 14.35 11.31 8.66 9.56 7.94 6.31
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TABLE 10

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR DIRECT CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES

NORMAL CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I II III

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. TUGW

(feet) (-C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% IOU% 90% 80%

HOGE Limit (ft.) 600 4,500 7,200 5,000 9,200 13,400 10,200 13,900 19,b00

S.L. +15 35.76 4.24 2.51 3.55 1.70 1.03 1.40 0.92 0.53

500 +14 234.23 4.81 2.73 3.98 1.82 1.08 1.48 0.96 0.55

1,000 +13 NC 5.55 2.98 4.52 1.95 1.14 1.58 1.01 0.57

1,500 +12 NC 6.54 3.27 5.21 2.09 1.20 1.68 1.06 0.59

2,000 +11 NC 7.92 3.61 6.14 2.26 1.26 1.80 1.11 0.b1

2,500 +10 NC 9.99 4.04 7.44 2.45 1.33 1.94 1.17 0.64

3,000 + 9 NC 13.42 4.56 9.38 2.68 1.41 2.09 1.24 0.66

3,500 + 8 NC 20.29 5.22 12.62 2.94 1.49 2.27 1.31 0.69

4,000 + 7 NC 41.01 6.10 19.15 3.25 1.59 2.48 1.39 0.72

4,500 + 6 NC NC 7.30 38.52 3.63 1.69 2.72 1.48 0.75

5,000 + 5 NC NC 9.05 NC 4.11 1.81 3.01 1.58 0.79

6,000 + 3 NC NC 16.93 NC 5.50 2.10 3.80 1.81 0.86

7,000 + 1 NC NC 105.11 NC 8.16 2.47 5.08 2.12 0.95

8,000 - 1 NC NC NC NC 15.28 2.99 7.53 2.52 1.05

9,000 - 3 NC NC NC NC 97.06 3.74 14.10 3.10 1.17

10,000 - 5 NC NC NC NC NC 4.94 86.91 3.98 1.32

NC : No Climb Capability
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TABLE I I

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR DIRECT CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURLS +100C

NORMAL CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I II Il

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. TOGW

(feet) (°C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 90 % 84

HOGE Limit (ft.) -600 3,500 6,800 3,200 7,800 11,900 7,600 12,100 17,000

S.L. +25 NC 5.57 2.53 5.74 2.10 1.22 2.04 1.11 0.68

500 +24 NC 6.56 2.75 6.85 2.26 1.28 2.20 1.17 0.70

1,000 +23 NC 7.95 3.00 8.45 2.45 1.35 2.39 1.24 0.73

1,500 +22 NC 10.04 3.30 10.95 2.68 1.43 2.61 1.31 0.76

2,000 +21 NC 13.50 3.66 15.44 2.94 1.52 2.87 1.38 0.80

2,500 +20 NC 20.48 4.09 25.90 3.24 1.62 3.18 1.47 0.83

3,000 +19 NC 42.50 4.63 78.04 3.62 1.72 3.56 1.56 0.87

3,500 +18 NC NC 5.33 NC 4.09 1.84 4.02 1.67 0.91

4,000 +17 NC NC 6.25 NC 4.66 1.98 4.63 1.79 0.95

4,500 +16 NC NC 7.51 NC 5.44 2.13 5.41 1.93 1.0

5,000 +15 NC NC 9.39 NC 6.50 2.31 6.50 2.08 1.05

6,000 +13 NC NC 18.31 NC 10.41 2.76 10.72 2.47 1.17

7,000 +11 NC NC 203.39 NC 24.71 3.38 28.3U 3.01 1.32

8,000 + 9 NC NC NC NC NC 4.34 NC 3.81 1.49

9,000 + 7 NC NC NC NC NC 5.97 NC 5.12 1.71

10,000 + 5 NC NC NC NC NC 9.33 NC 7.68 1.99

NC = No Climb Capability
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TABLE 12

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR DIRECT CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES +20'C

NORMAL CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFURMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I I 111

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TU6W Percent Max. r0U6

(feet) (-C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80%6

HOGE Limit (ft.) -2,60U 1,300 5,000 1,300 5,9UU IU,200 5,900 IU,40u ,

S.L. +35 NC 16.51 3.78 1b.65 2.92 1.48 2.77 i.37 i./

500 +34 NC 27.83 4.24 26.37 3.23 1.57 3.06 1.4b J.,3?

1,000 +33 NC 83.41 4.82 78.84 3.59 1.67 3.40 1.64 0.85

1,500 +32 NC NC 5.56 NC 4.04 1.79 3.83 1.bh 0.89

2,000 +31 NC NC 6.53 NC 4.59 1.91 4.36 1.76 J.94

2,500 +30 NC NC 7.91 NC 5.32 2.06 b.U5 1.89 0.98

3,000 +29 NC NC 9.98 NC 6.30 2.22 b.98 2.04 i.o3

3,500 +28 NC NC 13.43 NC 7.70 2.41 7.31 ).?1 1.%6

4,000 +27 NC NC 20.31 NC 9.84 2.b2 9.34 2.46 1.14

4,500 +26 NC NC 40.97 NC 13.54 2.88 1.85 2.6) 1.l

5,000 +25 NC NC 8132.70 NC 21.42 3.18 20.32 2.90 1.28

6,000 +23 NC NC NC NC NC 4.01 NC 3.t4 i. 4

7,000 +21 NC NC NC NC NC 5.35 NC 4.8) i .ob

8,000 +19 NC NC NC NC NC . u NC 0.1), 1 .9 L

9,000 +17 NC NC NC NC NC 14.2 NC 1 ?. 4 ". ?

10,000 +15 NC NC NC NC NC //.II NC 4b.sb _./2

11 L = No Climb L dpdb l1Ly
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TABLE 13

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR UIRLlI CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES +30LC

NORMAL CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I Ii III

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUGW Percent Mdx. TU6W

(feet) (°C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 60% 100% 901. 6J"I

HOGE Limit (ft.) -5,700 -2,000 2,500 -1,900 2,700 7,300 3,100 7,40 -',1U)

S.L. +45 NC NC 8.17 NC 6.99 2.31 5.7 2.14 1.12

500 +44 NC NC 10.30 NC 8.64 2.51 6.89 2.3Z 1.18

1,000 +43 NC NC 14.56 NC 11.23 2.13 8.59 2.SZ i.?,

1,500 +42 NC NC 20.97 NC lb.93 3.00 11.36 Z./ 1.32

2,000 +41 NC NC 41.88 NC 2b.89 3.31 lt.53 3.04 1.40

2,500 +40 NC NC 2501.25 NC 83.54 3.b9 30.04 3.3, 1.4e

3,000 +39 NC NC NC NC NC 4.16 154.51 3.61 i..5

3,500 +38 NC NC NC NC NC 4.7b NC 4.34 i.69

4,000 +37 NC NC NC NC NC 5.94 NC 5.03 !.i

4,500 +36 NC NC NC NC NC b.ou NC 5.9b 1.93

5,000 +35 NC NC NC NC NC d.14 NCt 7.26 .u

6,000 +33 NC NC NC NC NC 14.b6 NC 1 .' ,. -

7,000 +31 NC NC NC NC NC /1.bl NC 4,., i. oj

8,000 +29 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC N( 3.84

9,000 +27 NC NC NC NC NC NC NC Nc .

10,000 +25 NC NC NC NC NC NC NL Nl .

NC = No Clinl CdpdDlIItj
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TABLE 14

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR DIRECT CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES

TRANSPORT CATEGURY HELICUPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I I II

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TOUGW Percent Mdx. T,j'W

(feet) (-C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 90 80_

HOGE Limit (ft.) 2,600 4,200 7,300 6,000 9,600 12,700 12,000 15,UOU 16,100

S.L. +15 5.91 3.62 1.94 2.23 1.26 0.88 0.86 0.64 u.49

500 +14 7.39 4.15 2.11 2.46 1.34 0.93 0.91 U.66 0.5O

1,000 +13 9.79 4.84 2.29 2.73 1.44 0.96 0.96 0./0 0.b)z

1,500 +12 14.36 5.79 2.51 3.07 1.54 1.03 1.01 0.73 0.b4

2,000 +11 26.5b 7.17 2.78 3.48 1.bb 1.09 1.08 0.76 U.b7

2,500 +10 158.40 9.37 3.10 4.02 1.79 1.15 1.14 0.80 0.59

3,000 + 9 NC 13.37 3.49 4.73 1.94 1.23 1.22 u.b4 0.62

3,500 + 8 NC 23.11 3.98 5.73 2.12 1.31 1.30 0.69 J.04

4,000 + 7 NC 81.98 4.64 7.25 2.33 1.39 1.40 0.94 J.67

4,500 + 6 NC NC 5.51 9.75 2.58 1.49 1.50 0.99 0.71

5,000 + 5 NC NC 6.78 14.82 2.89 1.61 1. 1 1.05 J.74

6,000 + 3 NC NC 12.23 NC 3.77 1.88 1.93 1.11 u.b2

7,000 + I NC NC 54.24 NC 5.3' 2.2b 2.37 1.37 J.9i

8,000 - I NC NC NC NC 8.8u 2.79 3.01 1.- 1.02

9,000 - 3 NC NC NC NC 2J.88 3.bl 4.10 1.,19 1.11

10,000 - 5 NC NC NC NC NC b.05 6.26 2.32 v.32

NC = No Cliiib CapdUlIltj
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TABLE lb

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR DIRECI CLIMb

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES +10"u

TRANSPORT CATEGORY HELICOPTLR3

PERFORMANCE LLVELS

PRESSURE I 11 lii

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUGW Percent ,dA. -J.v

(feet) (0C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% oo

HOGE Limit (ft.) 700 2,400 6,200 4,30U 8,200 11,60U 1U,300 14,000 17,UOU

S.L. +25 21.75 6.75 2.32 3.30 1.53 1.02 1.06 0.70 4).53

500 +24 66.94 8.64 2.55 3.78 1.64 1.07 1.13 0.73 0.55

1,000 +23 NC 11.91 2.82 4.40 1.77 1.13 1.20 0.76 0.58

1,50C +22 NC 18.93 3.14 5.25 1.92 1.20 1.28 0.80 0.60

2,000 +21 NC 44.72 3.54 6.47 2.09 1.27 1.37 0.84 0.63

2,500 +20 NC NC 4.05 8.39 2.29 1.36 1.48 0.89 0.b5

3,000 +19 NC NC 4.72 11.86 2.54 1.45 1.59 0.94 U.66

3,500 +18 NC NC 5.62 19.93 2.83 1.56 1.73 0.99 u.12

4,000 +17 NC NC 6.94 60.53 3.19 1.68 1.88 1.05 L.7b

4,500 +16 NC NC 8.99 NC 3.65 1.82 2.07 1.12 0.76

5,000 +15 NC NC 12.70 NC 4.25 1.98 2.28 1.19 u.83

6,000 +13 NC NC 64.3b NC 6.27 2.39 2.88 1.37 j.92

7,000 +11 NC NC NC NC 11.49 2.99 3.83 1.59 1.04

8,000 + 9 NC NC NC NC 59.72 3.94 b.b6 1.69 1.1

9,000 + 7 NC NC NC NC NC 5.68 10.39 .3 1.35

10,000 + 5 NC NC NC NC NC 9.91 53.80 2.95 1.57

t&- No ClI ib Lapabi lit
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TABLE lb

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR DIRECT CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES +20'C

TRANSPORT CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE 1 I[I I

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. ToUW Percent M ax. TUGW

(feet) (0C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 3d0%

HOGE Limit (ft.) -3,500 1,000 3,300 1,OOU 5,800 9,600 7,JO 12,600 1i,90U

S.L. +35 NC lb.40 4.91 15.56 2.36 1.2/ 1.75 0.8U U.b8

500 +34 NC 33.13 5.87 31.43 2.61 1.36 1.90 0.84 U.61

1,000 +33 NC NC 7.23 NC 2.91 1.45 2.08 0.89 0.b3

1,500 +32 NC NC 9.39 NC 3.28 i.5b 2.29 0.94 0.66

2,000 +31 NC NC 13.22 NC 3.75 1.67 2.54 0.99 u.69

2,500 +30 NC NC 22.24 NC 4.36 1.80 2.85 1.U5 0.13

3,000 +29 NC NC 66.89 NC 5.20 1.96 3.23 1.11 j.76

3,500 +28 NC NC NC NC 6.42 2.14 3.73 1.11 0.80

4,000 +27 NC NC NC NC 8.31 2.35 4.39 1.27 0.84

4,500 +26 NC NC NC NC 11.74 2.60 5.31 1.36 0.89

5,000 +25 NC NC NC NC 19.64 2.91 6.70 1.4o 0.94

6,000 +23 NC NC NC NC NC 3.79 13.64 1.72 1.0b

7,000 +21 NC NC NC NC NC 5.33 NC 2.Uh 1.19

8,000 +19 NC NC NC NC NC 8.80 NC Z. "u 1.37

9,000 +17 NC NC NC NC NC 23.22 NC ?_.3/ 1..OU

10,000 +15 NC NC NC NC NC NC NL 4.6d i.91

NC No ('iit11 Cdpda i]it.
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rABLE I/

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR DIRECT CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES +3U0C

TRANSPORT CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVLLS

PRESSURE I iI I11

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUuW

(feet) (-C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 1UU% 90% du7.

HOGE Limit (ft.) -7,700 -3,200 1,200 -1,700 2,800 7,UU 4,300 8,8OU 13,200

S.L. +45 NC NC 13.68 NC 5.45 1.83 3.15 1.33 0.17

500 +44 NC NC 23.16 NC 6.72 1.99 3.60 1.43 0.61

1,000 +43 NC NC 72.14 NC 8.72 2.17 4.19 1.53 0.85

1,500 +42 NC NC NC NC 12.33 2.38 5.00 1.66 0.90

2,000 +41 NC NC NC NC 20.62 2.6j 6.16 1.79 0.94

2,500 +40 NC NC NC NC 61.27 2.93 7.98 1.9b 1.00

3,000 +39 NC NC NC NC NC 3.30 11.26 2.14 1.06

3,500 +38 NC NC NC NC NC 3.78 18.92 2.31 1.12

4,000 +37 NC NC NC NC NC 4.41 5b.b2 2.64 1.19

4,500 +36 NC NC NC NC NC 5.2b NC 2.98 .2,

5,000 +35 NC NC NC NC NC 6.48 NC 3.41 1.J6

6,000 +33 NC NC NC NC NC 11.92 NC 4./3 . b

7,000 +31 NC NC NC NC NC bl.69 NC /.t4 1 .3/

8,000 +29 NC NC NC NC NC NC Ni, ''.1b I.21

9,000 +27 NC NC NC NC NC Nil NC l e .Th

10,000 +25 NC NC NC NC NC N NC NC 3.60

NL No C) 1,ii La 1J0 l lIty
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Category helicopter could only achieve 41.88:1 dt 6Qk ot TUGW; Level II would

have a marginal 26.89:1 capability at 90% of TUGW, but d good 3.31:1 it iJ1 of

TUGW; and even Level III might require some downloddiny it, sdy, 8:!

perfomance were needed consistent with present heliport design Stdndards.

The Direct Climb tables also list limiting HUGE altitudes by ptrturiaadii-

level for both Nonnal and Trdnsport Category helicopters. These adtd ar

useful in assessing HMA requirements. Look again at the second eyardyle

above -- 2000 feet pressure altitude, 300 C above standard day (TaDle 13

again). Assume that planning criteria states we should not require Level ii

helicopters to load below 90%, of TUGW. What size HMA would be required to

accelerate to 70 knots, and would the normal climb gradient be better than

8:1? Table 13 shows the limiting HUGE to be 2700 feet when temperdtures dre

300C wanner than standard day, so HUGE is attainable dith a waryin at 9U% ot

TOGW. Table I shows that, at 0.18g, acceleration to 70 knots requires 12U7

feet.

Effect of Wind

The effect of wind has not been considered in any of the preceding

discussions, from height-velocity considerdtions thruugh acceleration Jls-

tances and rejected takeoff distances to climb gradients. Headwind nas a

universally beneficial effect on these aspects of pertoriliance, and tdllwinds d

universally adverse effect. The direction and magnitude of wind velocity

vectors are not reliably predictable for long rdnge planning purposes. Tius,

for heliports offering similar flight paths on either it two reciprucdl

headings, zero wind conditions are appropriate to the plonninig evolution.

When there is only one way in and the way out is its reciprucal, the adverse

effects of tailwind should be taken in account.
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F I

HELIPORT CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

This section describes a suggested Cldssif1CdtlO1 Scthelde tor use 1

heliport planning and subsequent description in tihe Ainlan' s ]nTUrdIdtilul

Manual (AIM) and other appropriate listings. Atter developing the perturoncrLe

level approach to evaluating helicopter cdpabilities, it is very teipti1l9 '0

suggest extension of perforilance level classifications to both heliports ariu

helicopters. This is not suggested in the following discussion beCdSe t'le

heliport, once established, has enduring physical feat res which defline tne

real estate and airspace available to helicopter operdtors. Tne helicopter,

on the other hand, is subject to great variations in capability whico depend

on: wind and weather variations beyond the operator's control; and welght ind

equipment variations that are within his control. Consequently, the nelipurt

classification scheme suggested herein is based on the functions the heliport

is intended to satisfy and the relationship of its physicdl features to

performance parameters of interest to operators.

Basic Classification Scheme

Reference I recommended additional classifications for heliports which

reflected the type of operation, rather than the type of user. They dre

adopted here as the basic classification framework within which pertirmance-

oriented sub-classifications can be applied. They identity tour types ot

heliports/operations and their definitions are reproduced here.

VISUAL HELIPORT means a heliport intended solely for the operation of

helicopters using visual approach procedures, with no helicopter instrumient

approach or departure procedure, and no instrumient desiynation indiccted oni

any heliport planning document recognized by the FAA.

NON-PRECISION INSTRUMENT HELIPORT means a he Ipo rt hdVIny on !'izt i

instrument approach procedure utilizing air navigation facilities wttn oniy

horizontal guidance, or area type navigation equipment, for which a strain.-

in non-precision instrument approach procedure lhas been approved or planned,

and for which no precision approach facilties are planned or inldicated On army
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heliport planning document recognized by the FAA. It reay or ,i yjuL nut dc ,

approved instrument departure.

PRECISION INSTRUMENT HELIPORT means a heliport having an eAitinq

instrument appruach procedure utilizing arn Instruiient Landing System 'k-J,,

the future Microwave Landing System (MLS), or d Precision Appruaci, t0,1ir

(PAR). It also means a heliport for which a precision apprUcdl sy.tc-

planned and is so indicated by a heliport planning document recognized ny L:1e

FAA. It may or may nut have an approved instrument departure.

INSTRUMENT DEPARTURE HELIPORT means a heliport which may or may not rave

an instrument approach procedure, but has been developed and is approved tr

instrument departures by an FAA-approved Helicopter Instrumiient beddrture

Procedure.

Extended Classification Scheme for Planning Purposes

Beyond the basic operational classifications oriyinally suggested '1

Reference I and reviewed in the preceding discussion, it is suggested tridt two

sub-classes be established to identify whether a maneuver drea is availaole tU

peniit IGE acceleration on departure or post-approach decelerdtion un crriva,.

The designations selected reference the Heliport Maneuver Area, ard dre:

HMA-1 and HMA-2.

A "HMA-1" heliport definition is suggested that would require a IviA

permitting at least enouqh space for acceleration to 40 knots at 0.18y 14uU

feet). The HMA should be reserved fur maneuvering use by arriviny and

departing aircraft, just as a runway would be. It should not be utilized for

aircraft parking or servicing unless an interim or revised sub-cldSitmticatlur

is established by a Notice to Ainen.

The principal axis orientation of the HMA (if obluny) anG its oiimenioris

should be published for ready access to using pilots drd thle l)rotecte(i cliii.

(approach) surfaces defined if above some arbitrary flnimulii vdlue dsSJCldtktd

with a most demanding type of use (say, 53:1 associated with the Horizon mtl
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Profile OEI takeoff procedures for Transport Category A helicopters). For tne

immediate future, all INSTRUMENT DEPARTURE HELIPORTS would necessarily te

HMA-1 heliports to accommodate acceleration to iiinimum IFR airspeed or Irrk

climb speed. Review of limiting HOGE altitudes would imply that .st

heliports located above 3000 or 4000 feet should be HMA-1.

A second sub-class identified as "HMA-2" is suggested to inciude

heliports for which an HMA of less than 400 feet is provided. Althougn tne

axis orientation of a small landing area is many times not signiflcdnt enough

to warrant publication, it should be included along with the orientation of

approach and departure paths, and the protected gradients should be publisheG,
as for HMA-1 heliports. The dimensions of the landing area (HMA) should al, u

be listed. Either Direct Profile or Vertical Profile departures could be

conducted from HMA-2 heliports, but OEI gradients (about 53:1 from 35 teet

above the landing area) should be provided if Transport Category A utilization

is to be supported. HMA-2 heliports could inlcude VFR HELIPORTS dnd both

PRECISION and NON-PRECISION INSTRUMENT HELIPORTS. Transport helicopters ut

both Category A and B can utilize Direct Profile approach procedures whenever

Direct Climb gradient capability equals or exceeds the needed daproach

gradient. Thus, the lack of a substantial HMA should not be considered a

deterent in itself to landing operations of Transport Category helicopters or,

given appropriate ceiling and visibility, to landing operations dssociated

with instrument approach procedures.

HMA-2 heliports, as defined herein, would not be capable of supporting

instrument departure procedures unless adequate ceilings existed to perit

Direct or Vertical Flight Profile takeoffs to be completed clear of clouds to

attain the minimum IFR airspeed (or IFR climb speed if applicable).

Future Requirements for Instrument Heliport Classifications

Present airworthiness requirements for the certification ot tiel copters

for IFR operation result in 7learly tailored flight envelopes -- primarily in

airspeed, and occasionally in vertical speed. This prevents helicopters tromi

fully utilizing, under IMC, the various performance capabilities wtilch are
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common to VMC operations. Thus, the real estate and airspace requirements fur

the two IFR classifications (precision approach and instrument departure) are

limited by state-of-the-art certification.

At least one event can be anticipated which could allow reduced baseline

values in the future -- namely, decelerating or slow, steep precision ap-

proaches. Flight testing and evaluation continues in an effort to detenmine

helicopter capabilities in this regard, and to identify the necessary

equipment and flying qualities prerequisites which must accompany such

approaches.

It is possible, given improved avionics and displays, and appropriate

redundancy in stability and control augmentation, that precision approaches

with deceleration to a hover will be possible with approach angles or glide

path angles of 60 to 90 in the future. This could well make precision

instrument approach procedures acceptable or practical at heliports which

presently are capable of supporting only VFR or SVFR operations.

The real estate requirements for instrument departure also have tie

potential of being reduced. This could become possible through certiflcation

of the near vertical instrument taKeuff referenced earlier for zero-zero, or

nearly so, ceiling-visibility conditions. Direct Climb takeoffs (Direct

Flight Profile) would be appropriate provided instruiientation displays and

handling qualities permitted certification for IML flight in slow speed,

accelerating, climbing flight. Transport Category A helicopters operated lit

such instrument takeoff and departure procedures would not be able to perform,

Vertical Profile takeoff procedures under IMC conditions before reaching

takeoff safety speed. Ceilings for Transport Category A departures under such

circumstances would have to be adequate to make the full vertical cliImIo and

transition to TOSS or minimum IFR airspeed under VMC conditions. Given tne

instrumentation display and handling qualities to permit IMC flight in a

slower speed regime, future developments would most probably result in

production of Transport Category A helicopters with an OEI hover capability.

Thus TOSS would become, for such aircraft, zero airspeed and the critical

decision point would occur when ready to depart from the initial IGE hover

reached immediately after takeoff.
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SUMMARY

Since descent and deceleration performance capabilities are assured

within limiting acceleration and climb capabilities, the total real estate and

airspace requirements may be determined by conputing the HMA and the departure

flight profile required for the specific helicopters to be operated friXn a

heliport. As helicopter performance is the primary factor in determining

these parameters, it becomes the baseline criteria. However, performance is a

function of weight, altitute and temperature so no single performance figure

can be assigned to a given helicopter.

It was the goal of this study to present heliport planning criteria based

on baseline conditions of WAT that apply to helicopters and then develop

formulae for accommodating deviations from the baseline. This has in fact

been done, and the manner of presentation provides a spectrum of baselines

which offers performance planning data to support heliport planning between

sea level and 10,000 feet (pressure altitude) for temperatures ranging fron

standard day to 300C warmer than standard day.

The Heliport Manuever Area size is detenined by the distance required to

accelerate to a given climb airspped in order to meet a specific departure

profile. In this study, three flight profiles were developed which identify

all potential terminal maneuvers. The Horizontal Flight Profile which

requires a relatively large Heliport Maneuver Area; the Direct Flight Profile

which requires no appreciable HMA; and the Vertical Flight Profile which is

defined for use by Transport Category A helicopters. Each flight profile

requires different real estate requirements and the ability of a given

helicopter to utilize a specific profile is dependant upon its level of

performance.

A variety of helicopter design parameters which influence performance

were analyzed. These parameters were used to establish three Levels of

Performance within each of the two helicopter certification categories -

Normal and Transport. The data presented were based on a baseline helicopter

in each of these categories.
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Utilizing the performance achievable at each of the three performance

levels, data are presented in tabular form for both the Conventional dnd

Direct climb profiles. Data are presented (for both Normal and Transport

Category helicopters) for pressure altitudes ranging from sea level to 10,000

feet and for four temperature levels. The temperature levels are standard ddy

conditions for each altitude and conditions of 100C, 200C, and 300C hotter

than standard day. A further breakdown was made to show the effect of

off-loading weight by showing climb gradients for edch of three proportional

weights -- 100%, 90% and 80% of the limiting TUGW. 80% of TUGW is an

approximation of the minimum weight for a productive load.

Utilizing the data presented in this report, a heliport planner can

determine first the HMA required and then, bdsed upon the desired/required

climb profile, he can determine the specific climb gradient that cen be

expected, for a Performance Level I, II or III helicopter based on his

heliports pressure attitude and temperature standard. The planner will also

be able to determine a percentage reduction in TOGW that may be required by

each Performance Level to meet a specific gradient for his present or planned

heliport.

Now heliport planners, through this document, can have in hand infor-

mation not generally available to the helicopter pilots who must fly the

aircraft to and from the heliports designed for their benefit. It is granted

that Conventional Climb data are usually provided in the RFM in the form of

best rate of climb. This permits computation of climb angle or gradient it Vy

is known. Suprisingly, two helicopter RFM's examined did not reveal Vy!

But Direct Climb data is not available in any funii. The computational

procedure used herein could be accomplished by pilots during flight pldnnin ,

but it is tedious and presupposes pilot access to extensive data on the

characteristics of a standard atmosphere. If heliports are to be developed

based on a knowledgeable, general appreciation of helicopter performance

capabilities, then they certainly should be used with an explicit appreciation

of the precise helicopter capabilities which may be expected in conjunction

with the known heliport real estate and airspace constraints, as tempered by

reasonable expectations of the weather.
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Both Normal Category and Transport Category helicopters need in their RFM

several items of performance data not universally provided, arid some items not

provided at all. These former items include HIGE arid HUGE performance and

rate of climb at Vy for takeoff and maximum continous power. These data are

usually, but not always, provided. The latter category includes vertical rate

of climb or Direct Climb data similar to that provided herein for the generic

helicopter performance classifications, and climb data for the best angle of

climb which avoids H-V limitations. Similar datd are needed for UEI

operations t the extent to which they apply. All data should be presented in

a readily interpreted manner which will enable pilots to compare tne

capabilities of their aircraft to the requirements posed by particular

heliports experiencing specific weather phenomena.

Heliport planners should know the capabilities of the helicopters they

hope to serve, and they should strive to accommodate the maximum feasible

utility. This report is intended to provide data about the general nature of

helicopter capabilities supportive of that end. Functional classification at

heliports by the nature of terminal procedures is urged with subclassification

and description that details the physical characteristics of heliport real

estate and associated airspace. Elements of that description are summarized

in Table 18.

Aircraft performance data that permits full exploitation of aircraft

capabilities consistent with the detailed heliport information proposed is

urged. Coincident efforts from both sides, aircraft and heliport operators,

will expand the utility of both aircraft and heliport operations and the

safety of all concerned.
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TABLE 18

DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR PUbLICATIUN

IN HELIPORT FACILITIES DIRECTURY OF AIM SUPPLEMENT

Heliport User Category Public, Private, etc.

Heliport Operational Classification VFR, Precision Approach, etc.

Heliport Maneuver Area Sub-Classification HMA-I or HMA-2

Flight Path Angle/Gradient each approach departure path

Heliport Landing/Maneuver Area Dimensions length

width

Heliport Maneuver Area principal axis orientation

Elevation (of Takeoff Landing Area) ft. (MSL)

Elevated Helipads (Height Above Ground) ft. (AGL)

Heliport Diagrmn with Traffic (approach/departure paths)

Pressure Altitude/Altimeter Setting Source.

(Fron 29.92 each +0.10 in Hg = -100 ft. P.A. from published elevation MSL to

determine ambient pressure altitude.)
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

The research reported in this document involved review and analysis of I
number of criteria, regulations and related publications which coinpriseu a

data base of considerable scope. In order to enhance the clarity and

understanding of the discussions contained in this report, pertinent defini-

tions of terms are offered here. Where appropriate, they are reproduceu

verbatim and the source identified.

EFFECTIVE TRANSLATIONAL LIFT (ETL): The point at which the pilot can sense a

reduction in power required as airspeed increases. The onset of ETL typically

occurs at 15-25 knots airspeed for most helicopters.

GROUND EFFECT: An improvement in flight capability that develops whenever the

helicopter flies or hovers near the ground or other surface. It results fro,

the cushion of denser air built up between the ground and the helicopter by

the air displaced downward by the rotor. (Reference 1)

HELIPORT: An area of land, water, or structure used or intended to be useG

for the landing and takeoff of helicopters. (FAR Part 1)

HELIPORT CLASSIFICATION: The terms used to classify United States Heliports

are descriptive of the class of user allowed to conduct flight operations frowo

the facility. (Reference 1)

Federal Heliport. The terni "Federal heliport" is applied to neli-

port facilities operated by a nonmilitary agency or department of tne

United States Government. Most Federal heliports are operated by tne

Departments of Agriculture (DOA) and Interior (DOI). DUA ano DO:

heliports are located in national forests or national parks and are useo

to carry out departmental responsibilities for land management and fire

suppression activities. Generally, DOA and DOI heliports are restricted

to departmental usage.
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Public-Use Heliport. The ten, "public-use-heliport" is applied to

any heliport that is open to the general public and does not require

prior permission of the owner to land. However, the extent of facilities

provided may limit operations to helicopters of a specific size or

weight. A public-use heliport may be owned by a public agency, an

individual, or a corporation so long as it is open for public use.

Public-use heliports are listed in the Airman's Information Manual (AIM)

and may be depicted on appropriate aeronautical charts.

Private-Use Heliport. The term "private-use heliport" is applied to

any heliport that restricts usage to the owner or to persons authorized

by the owner. Most private-use heliports are owned by individuals,

companies, or corporations. However a heliport designated as "private-

use" may be owned by a public body. In this case, the private-use

classification is applicable because the facility is restricted to d

specific type of user, such as the police department, or because the

owner requires prior permission to land. Hospital heliports are cc,-

sidered private-use facilities since operations are nonially restricteui

to medical-related activities. Private-use heliports are not listed i:;

the AIM but may be depicted on aeronautical charts.

Personal-Use Heliport. The term "personal-use heliport" is applieo

to any heliport that is used exclusively by the owner. Personal-use

heliports are owned by individuals, companies, or corporations.

Personal-use heliports are not listed in the AIM but may be depicted on

aeronautical charts.

Helicopter Landing Site. As noted previously, helicopters are cap-

able of being operated into cleared areas only slightly larger than the

helicopter itself. It is this versatility that enables the pilot of a

helicopter to land at the scene of an accident, on the roof of a burniny

building, near a construction site, etc. In each case the decision to

land is made by the pilot who must weigh the operational necessity for

the landing against the helicopter's performance capabilities,
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physical limitations of the site, and his or her piloting skills. For

the most part, these are one-time, temporary, or infrequent operations,

and the landing site should not be considered d heliport.

HELIPORT APPROACH SURFACE: The approach surface beyins at each end of the

heliport primary surface with the same width as the primary surface, an,

extends outward and upward for a horizontal distance of 4,000 feet where it

width is 500 feet. The slope of tihe approach surface is 8 to 1 for civi,

heliports and 10 to I for military heliports. (FAR Part 77)

HELIPORT ELEVATION: Tne elevation of the takeoff and landing area and the

heliport primary surface.

HELIPORT PRIMARY SURFACE: The area of the primary surface coincides in size

and shape with the designated takeoff and landino ,rea of a heliport. This

surface is a horizontal pldne at the elevation of the established heliport

elevation. (FAR Part 77)

HELIPORT TRANSITIONAL SURFACES: These surfaces extend outward and upwaru fro,

the lateral boundaries of the heliport primary surface and from the approacn

surfaces at a slope of 2 to 1 for a distance of 250 feet i:ieasured horizontally

fron the centerline of the primary and approach surfaces. (FAR Part 77)

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES (IFR): Rules that govern the procedures for con-

ducting instrument fiight.

OBSTACLE: Any object 4hich does not exceed an obstacle clearance plane.

OBSTRUCTION: An object which penetrates a prescribed obstacle clearance plane

or surface.

PARKING AREA (Apron or Ramp): A defined area on the heliport intendea to

accommodate helicopters for purposes of loading or unloading passengers or

cargo, refueling, parking, or maintenance.
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PERIPHERAL AREA: An obstruction-free area adjacent to the takeoff and ldndln

area serving as a safety zone.

TAKEOFF AND LANDING AREA: A designated area on the heliport whicn is cuinci-

dent with the heliport primary surface and the boundaries of which are used to

establish the FAR Part 77.29 imaginary surfaces. These surfaces are used fir

determining obstructions to air navigation. As such, it is the heliport ared
from which helicopter departures and approaches are intended to originate or

termi nate.

TAXIWAY: A designated, but not necessarily paved, path or ruute for

helicopters to taxi from one heliport area to another.

TERMINAL INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES (TERPS): Procedures for instrument approacn

and departure of aircraft to and from civil and military airports.

TOUCHDOWN PAD: The load-bearing portion of the heliport's designated takeoff

and landing area on which a helicopter may alight.

VISUAL FLIGHT RULES (VFR): Rules that govern the procedures for conducting

flight under visual conditions.
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APPENUIX B

ANALYTICAL BASIS FOR HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES

INTRODUCTION

To satisfy the purpose of the basic report, quantitative estimates ot

three major aspects of helicopter performance are needed. These are:

(1) distance to accelerate between no wind hover and appropriate climo

speeds in horizontal flight (or, conversely, decelerate from ap-

proach speed);

(2) climb gradient sustainable with maximum continuous power at best

rate of climb airspeed; and

(3) climb gradient for a direct, accelerating climb initiated directly

from the hover at takeoff power rating.

This appendix documents the analytical methods used to obtain these estimates,

the simplifying assumptions associated with these methods, and the performiance

data used as the basis for statistical generalizations.

It should be recognized at the outset tOat the analytical methods used

herein are intended to provide only crude approximations. The focus of this

whole study is on capabilities of helicopters in general not on the

capabilities of any specific helicopter in detail; consequently, pdrameters of

a real helicopter entered into the equations for performance estimation should

not be expected to produce exactly the same results contained in the

Rotorcraft Flight Manual (RFM) or other reliable source of the ianutdcturer's

performance estimate. These differences result partly fromi the sirplifyiny

assumptions used in the analyses and partly frow the need to generalize the

estimates for widespread applicability. Hence, whenever performance of a

specific model helicopter is at issue, its flight manudl should be consulted.
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ACCELERATION (DECELERATION) ESTIMATION

The horizontal distance required to accelerate from a no wind hover to

some appropriate climbing airspeed is not directly controlled by performance

capability of the helicopter in question. It is, rather, more a function or

practical maneuver limits. The attainable acceleration rate in "y" units is

merely the tangent of the angle through which the helicopter rotates nose down

from its hover attitude to initiate the acceleration. This change in attitude

is limited to about 100 when passenger confidence or comfort inust be

considered. The resulting acceleration rate is .18g, and the corresponding

increase in thrust to sustain altitude during the acceleration is about 1.5

(secant of rotation angle - 1 , converted to percentage). For typical hover

figures of merit (see Reference 10 for more detail) the 1.5% increase in

thrust requires about 1% more power than was needed to sustain the hover.

Such increases are readily possible at all altitudes less than the limiting

altitude for hover out of ground effect (HOGE). While more extreme changes of

attitude are possible and sometimes utilized when no passengers are embarked

and takeoff weight is light, standards for acceleration distance should De

based on procedures comfortable to helicopter passengers, thus the suyyesteo

limit of 100.

When HOGE is no longer possible but the helicopter is not yet operated at

its limiting altitude for hover in ground effect (HIGE), a more conservative

maneuver is required by the power available. In practice, the pilot will

rotate slightly nose downward to initiate acceleration, verify that he has

sufficient power to sustain altitude, and rotate further while he gains tne

maximum sustainable acceleration rate. This process may be approximated by a
50 nosedown rotation from the hover attitude. This results in a .09y

acceleration rate which requires 0.4% miore thrust and about 0.3% more power

than hovering.
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Table 1 of the basic report is based on the following relationships for

acceleration.

Acceleration rate = tangent angular change in attitude

Thrust required to accelerate = secant angular change in attitude

Thrust required in hover

TAS

Distance required to accelerate= 1 f vdv (TAS)
a2x32.2xg

in which a = 32.2 (ft/sec2) x the acceleration rate in "g" units. Tnese

approximations are equally valid for estimation of horizontal deceleration.

Assumptions implicit in these equations include:

(1) Acceleration rate is assumed to be sustained at a constant value

throughout the maneuver.

(2) Consequently, drag can be neglected in defining distance required.

This introduces minor errors in angular change in attitude, thrust

and power which may be neglected for modest values of climbing (or

approach) airspeed say up to about 70 knots.

ESTIMATION OF GRADIENT FOR CONVENTIONAL CLIMB AT BEST RATE OF CLIMB AIRSPELU

PvY)

The initial approach taken in attempting estimation of "Conventional

Climb" perfonnance was to review the performance capabilities revedlea in the

rotorcraft flight manuals of as many different helicopters as possible.

Correlation was then attempted between performance varldbles such as rate of

climb or climb angle and design parameters such as disc loadiny, power

loading, tip speed, advance ratio, et cetera. For the sample size available,

no statistically significant correlations were identified. These data,

gathered from a variety of sources, are shown in Tables B-1 thruugh B-3.
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TABLE B-IA

PERFORMANCE DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS

NORMAL CATEGORY ROT0RCRAFT

Aerosp. Aerosp. Aerosp. Aerosp. Ayustd

SA-315B SA-316B SA-341G AS-350D 109A

Takeoff Gross Weight (lbs) 4300 4850 3970 4190 5400

No of Engines I 1 1 1 2

Normal Power Limit (HP) 562 542 494 531 692

OEI Power Limit (HP) - - - - 400

Rotor Speed (RPM) 353 353 378 385 38b

No of Blades 3 3 3 3 4

Rotor Diameter (ft) 36.2 36.1 34.4 35.1 36.1

Disc Area (sq ft) 1026 1023 932 96b 1023

Blade Area (sq ft) 62 62 51 NG 79

Solidity .061 .061 .054 - .077

Disc Loading (lb/ft2) 4.2 4.7 4.3 4.5 5.6

Blade Loading (lb/ft2) 69.0 77.9 78.1 - 72.4

Nomal Power Loading lb/HP) 7.7 9.0 8.0 8.1 7.8

OEI Power Loading (lb/HP) - - - - 13.5

Vy (Kts) 51 55 6b 5b 60

VTOSS (Kts) - - - NG

Rejected Takeoff Dist. (ft) - - NG
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TABLE B-IB

PERFORMANCE UATA AND SPECIFICATIUNS

NORMAL CATEGORY ROTORCRAFT

Bell Bell Bell Brdntly brdntly Enstruio

47G4A 206B 206L-1 B23 305 F-2dA

Takeoff Gross Weight (lbs) 2950 3200 4050 1670 2900 2150

No of Engines I 1 1 1 1 

Normal Power Limit (HP) 280 317 435 180 3U5 20b

OEI Power Limit (HP) - - - - -

Rotor Speed (RPM) 370 394 394 NG NG 330

No of Blades 2 2 2 3 3 3

Rotor Diameter (ft) 37.1 33.3 37.0 23.8 26.7 32.0

Disc Area (sq ft) 1082 873 1075 443 645 804

Blade Area (sq ft) 34 36 40 2z 36 3d

Solidity .031 .041 .037 .050 .056 .047

Disc Loading (lb/ft2) 2.7 3.7 3.8 3.8 4.5 2.7

Blade Loading (lb/ft2) 86.7 88.6 101.0 75.0 88.9 56.6

Normal Power Loading lb/HP) 10.5 10.1 9.3 9.3 9.8 IU.b

OEI Power Loading (lb/HP) - - - - -

Vy (Kts) 43 52 5L NG NG !U

VTOSS (Kts) -- -

Rejected Takeoff Dist. (ft) - -
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TAbLE B-IC

PERFORMANCE DATA AND SPECIFICAIIUN

NORMAL CATEGORY ROTURCRAFI

Hiller Hiller Hughes Hughes MBb KuD-Fnson

FH-1100 UH-12E 269C 369D BU-1OC R-22

Takeoff Gross Weight (Ibs) 2750 2750 20U 3000 5070 13b

No of Engines 1 1 1 1 2 1

Normal Power Limit (HP) 270 305 190 375 3b4 124

OEI Power Limit (HP) - - - - 371 -

Rotor Speed (RPM) 375 NG 533 492 425 53u

No of Blades 2 2 3 5 4 2

Rotor Diameter (ft) 35.4 3b.4 26.8 26.4 32.3 25.2

Disc Area (sq ft) 985 985 566 548 819 4 7

Blade Area (sq ft) 30 33 21 37 5)

Solidity .031 .033 .038 .Ub8 .0/0 .03u

Disc Loading (lb/ft2) 2.8 2.8 3.6 5.5 6.2 2.c

Blade Loading (lb/ft2) 91.2 84.4 96.3 80.9 88.6 8,

Normal Power Loading lb/HP) 10.0 9.0 10.8 8.0 8.0 iO.

OE Power Loading (lb/HP) - - - - 13.7 -

Vy (Kts) 49 NG 43 60 63

VTUSS (Kts) - - - 45 -

Rejected Takeoff Dist. (ft) - - - 88b6 -
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TABLE B-2

PERFORMANCE DATA AND SPECIFICATIONS

TRANSPORT CATEGORY A ROTORCRAFT

Aerosp. Aerosp. Bell Boeing Sikorsky Sikorsky

SA-330J SA-365C 212 107-11 S-61N S-76A

Takeoff Gross Weight (Ibs) 16,300 7,500 10,000 17,900 19,000 10,000

No of Engines 2 2 2 2 2 2

Normal Power Limit (HP) 2427 1006 1300 2440 250U 1300

OEI Power Limit (HP) 1555 667 983 1350 1500 700

Rotor Speed (RPM) 265 350 324 264 203 313

No of Blades 4 4 2 6 5 4

Rotor Diameter (ft) 49.5 38.3 48.0 51.0 62.0 44.0

Disc Area (sq ft) 1924 1154 1810 4086 3019 15Zi

Blade Area (sq ft) 194 97 94 239 200 114

Solidity .101 .084 .052 .059 .066 .07b

Disc Loading (lb/ft2) 8.5 6.5 5.5 4.4 6.3 6.6

Blade Loading (lb/ft2) 84.1 77.0 106.9 74.9 95.2 88.0

Normal Power Loading lb/HP) 6.7 7.5 7.7 7.3 7.b 7.1

OEI Power Loading (lb/HP) 10.5 11.2 10.7 13.3 12.7 14.3

Vy (Kts) 70 70 5b 83 70 74

VTUSS (Kts) 45 45 30 NG NG 52

Rejected Takeoff Dist. (ft) 1000 1150 2300 NG NG 141U
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TABLE B-3

PERFORMANCE DATA AND SPECIFICATIUNS

TRANSPORT CATEGORY B RDTORCRAFT

Aerosp. Bell Bell Bell Bell SiKorsky

SA-360C 204B 205A1 214B 222 S-58T

Takeoff Gross Weight (Ibs) 6,400 8,500 9,500 13,800 7,850 13,000

No of Engines 1 1 1 1 2 2

Normal Power Limit (HP) 871 1100 1250 2050 875 162b

OEI Power Limit (HP) - - - 696 970

Rotor Speed (RPM) 349 324 324 300 338 248

No of Blades 4 2 2 2 2 4

Rotor Diameter (ft) 37.7 48.0 48.0 50.0 39.8 56.0

Disc Area (sq ft) 1118 1810 1810 1964 1241 2463 K

Blade Area (sq ft) 86 84 84 138 95 153

Solidity .077 .046 .046 .070 .076 .Ub2

Disc Loading (lb/ft2) 5.7 4.7 5.3 7.0 6.3 5.3

Blade Loading (lb/ft2) 74.0 101.2 113.1 100.4 82.9 84.9

Normal Power Loading lb/HP) 7.4 7.7 7.6 6.7 9.0 8.0

OEI Power Loading (lb/HP) - - - - 11.3 13.4

Vy (Kts) 70 55 55 70 65 NG

VTOSS (Kts) - - - - 40 NG

Rejected Takeoff Dist. (ft) .... NG NG
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The next approach was theoretical in which an expression was sought tnaL

succinctly described climb performance in a manner which would pennir

comparison with RFM data. Such an expression has been derived froum basic

momentum theory and has been utilized to project climb performance for

different classes of helicopters. The momentum theory performance expression

shows very strong correlation with performance capabilities determined fro,'

RFM for single main rotor helicopters. (The sole tandem rotor helicopter aid

not correlate because, with overlapping main rotors, it was too difficult to

define the effective disc area.)

Classification of aircraft into performance categories could have been

accomplished by a variety of partitions. The division selected separates

helicopters into two classes by takeoff gross weight (TOGW). This division is

a natural and logical outgrowth of certification requirements which impose

different standards for "Normal" helicopters (less than 6000 1: TUiw) and

"Transport" helicopters (greater than 6000 lb TOGW). Further subdivision oy

other significant features, such as single engine versus multi-engine, reducea

the statistical significance of correlation by reducing sample sizes too wucri

for practical application. (Only two multi-engine helicopters were iemoers or

the Normal Category, for instance.)

Within each class of helicopter, three pertorniance levels hdve been

defined. These are approximately related to 95% contidence intervdls on tne

mean performance such that:

Level I -- most modern helicopters equal or exceed the capabilities

of Level I.

Level II -- represents the mean perfurmance; i.e., approximmatly hnlt

of modern helicopters exceed this level and hdlf fall

short of Level I.

Level III -- few modern helicopters exceed the capabilities ot Level

Iii.
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Levels I and III, then, denote lower and upper bounds, respectively, on tne

likely range of performance for modern, single main rotor helicopters.

("Modern" reflects the design practices which dominate the period 196U-1980.)

Some earlier helicopter designs do not achieve performance Level I; con-

versely, future helicopter designs could readily exceed level III as defined

herein if the designers become motivated to increase the proportion of

installed power and provide rotor capability to utilize that power.

The relationships for climb performance estimation were developed froji,
basic helicopter performance theory as contained in Reference 17, Principles

of Helicopter Performance; Richards, R.B., published by the U.S. Navy for use

as a textbook in the U.S. Navy Test Pilot School.

From Richards

Main Rotor Power = Induced Power + Profile Power + Pardsite Power

W
2

- + WVv  (Induced Power Terms)

+._ rR2c d (QR) (1+4.6 5 M) (Profile Power Terms)
8

+ p Vy 7R2CD (Parasite Power Terms)
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in which:

W = aircraft weight

p = air density

R = rotor radius

V = flight path airspeed (for best rate of climb)
y

V vertical component of flight path velocity

= rotor solidity (blade area divided by disc area)

Cd = mean section profile drag coefficient of the rotor blade
d0

= rotor rotational speed

= advance ratio (flight path airspeed divided blade tip speed)

CD = drag coefficient of the aircraft fuselage

p

The induced power terns are, from momentum theory, the power utilized to

generate lift; the profile power term represents the power required to rotate

the rotor blades in a viscous fluid (air); and the parasite power term
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represents the power required to sustain translatiny mution of the aircraft

through the air. Insufficient information is published in RFM to directij

evaluate the main rotor power, so a simplifying assumption is made wnicn 1.!

valid for a sustained climb at constant airspeed and fixed power (such 4

takeoff or maximum continous power settings).

Induced power is constant, i.e.

S + WV K1

2 p wR 2Vy
y

Eqn. (1)

K1 , is, for now, an arbitrary constant; but all of the pardmeters in the lett

hand side of Equation (1) are published in maost RFM.

It is convenient for analysis and computational purposes to modify

Equation (1) into non-dimensional form as follows:

P R) 2  W2  I + Vv W K]IK
2 22 22 2 2 2

2V PT R2(f QR) p2R R) R(R 2 = 2- K2

Since the thrust coefficient CT = '2 2 this becomes
p 7r R CR)

2V R) C 2 + v C = K2
2V T v T 2
y
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Completing the transition to nondimensional torm in which sin (tne climo

angle) Vv/V and Pi V /QR
v y y

S (!R) CT2  Vv . K
V 2V + T = V 3

y y Y Y

or

sin CT + 1 (CT) = K3

Eqn. (3)

After computing K3 from this expression based on the parameters available froii

RFM of the sample aircraft, it was found that the values of K3 have a strong

correlation with TOGW for the sample aircraft. Figure B-1 shows the

regression line (Level I) and the lower and upper bounds (Levels I and III

respectively) along with the data points for the sample helicopters. The

correlation coefficient for the logarithmic regression line is .88. K3 is a

non-dimensional coefficient which represents the power available at the main

rotor to produce lift. This coefficient is a measure of power available ana

not a direct measure of climbing performance. K3 varies directly as a

quadratic function of the thrust coefficient which, in turn, varies inversely

with disc area. Performance tradeoffs by helicopter designers , which result

in proportionately large disc area (low disc loading) or high tip speed, may

result in good climbing performance despite a low value of K3 . Conversely, a

high K3 does not ensure good climb performance because design tradeoffs may

generate the opposite effect.

Using limiting and median levels of K3  to develop generic estimates of

climb performance is practical by using mean values of the influencing design

parameters of disc area and tip speed, which deteniine thrust coefficient, and
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advance ratio which appears in Equation (3). This equation has been modified

to provide climb performance estimates as follows:

sin K3 _ C!)/

which can be further modified to estimate climb gradient as:

gradient = ctn- : ctn sin- I K3 - Eqn. (4)

To use Equation (4) as a basis for generic estimates of helicopter climb

performance, values of K3  were computed for all helicopters for which

sufficient data were presented in their respective RFM. K3 was computed for

sea-level standard day conditions at maximum takeoff gross weight using

published data for rate of climb at Vy at maximum continous power. In

computing climb gradients, an empirical correction factor has been applied to

K3 for altitude and temperature conditons which deviate from sea-level

standard day conditions by substituting into Eq. (4) K3 ' in which:

K = 6 " 288 K
3 288+2.5 AT

is the ratio of pressure at the altitude for which the computation is based

to sea-level standard pressure and T its the temperature difference in

degrees Celsius or (Kelvin) between standard and sample conditions. 2B8 is

standard day absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin) and 2.5. is an arbitrary,

empirical multiplier which most typically reflects the degree of power

degradation with increasing temperature demonstrated by the helicopters in thie

data base. This empirical correction is biased on the conservative side and
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accounts for varying degrees of flat rating o, helicopter power among the

helicopters in the sample as well as their actual power degradation with

increasing temperature and altitude.

Table B-4 shows the Conventional Climb performance of generic Normal

Category helicopters estimated for Levels I, II and III at various weights for

standard day conditions at different altitudes; and Tables B-5A and B-bB show

similar data for Transport Category helicopters. It can be seen that small

differences in performance occur between helicopters at different maximum TOGW

for corresponding conditions of performance level, altitude, and percentage of

load. Inasmuch as these differences are small, the 6000 pound configuration

of normal helicopter and 10,000 pound transport helicopter, representing tne

least capable of each class, have been selected for more detailed presentation

of data in the main body of the report.

ESTIMATION OF CLIMB GRADIENT FOR DIRECT CLIMB IN WHICH CLIMBOUT IS INITIATLU

DIRECTLY FROM THE HOVER.

Estimation of capability to climb directly from a hover while accelerat-

ing into forward flight requires a different theoretical treatment and

different data on which to base estimates. This process of estimation is

based on the ability to climb vertically, an ability only achievable below the

ceiling for HOGE. Figure B-2 shows the characteristics of power required to

sustain level flight versus airspeed. A plateau exists from the hover, zero

airspeed, out to some modest value of airspeed, typically of the order of 10

knots. Then, power required diminishes, but power available is riot par-

ticularly sensitive to airspeed in these slow flight regimes and may be taken

to be constant. The means taken to develop estimates of Direct Climb rely on

this plateau of power required. It has been assumed that the vector sui' ot

vertical rate of climb (zero forward airspeed) and forward airspeed up to the

knee in the power required curve results in a power requirement
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TABLE B-4

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR CONVENTIONAL CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES

NORMAL CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I I III

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUGW

(feet) ({C) 100% 85% 70% 100% 85% 70% 100% 85% 7u_

3,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 6.15 4.99 3.80 3.51 2.93 2.27 2.47 2.06 1.57

2,500 +10 7.10 5.69 4.29 3.99 3.32 2.57 2.80 2.35 1.81

5,000 + 5 8.28 6.53 4.87 4.56 3.77 2.91 3.19 2.67 2.07

7,500 0 9.77 7.56 5.54 5.24 4.30 3.30 3.64 3.04 2.36

10,000 - 5 11.73 8.84 6.35 6.06 4.92 3.75 4.17 3.47 2.68

4,500 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 7.86 5.99 4.32 4.55 3.67 2.76 3.24 2.66 2.01

2,500 +i10 9.41 6.99 4.94 5.27 4.20 3.14 3.72 3.04 2.3U

5,000 + 5 11.50 8.25 5.68 6.16 4.84 3.57 4.30 3.48 2.62

7,500 0 14.47 9.88 6.58 7.29 5.62 4.09 4.99 4.OU 2.99

10,000 - 5 19.01 12.10 7.70 8.76 6.58 4.70 b.86 4.62 3.43

Up to 6,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 10.23 7.23 4.93 5.62 4.35 3.17 3.98 3.18 2.,0

2,500 +10 12.88 8.b5 5.70 6.65 5.05 3.62 4.63 3.66 2.70

5,000 + 5 16.97 10.58 6.65 8.02 5.92 4.16 5.44 4.23 3.09

7,500 0 23.95 13.29 7.86 9.87 /.03 4.81 6.48 4.93 3.bb

10,000 - 5 38.72 17.42 9.43, 12.54 8.48 5.61 7.84 5.81 4.10
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TABLE B-5A

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR CONVENTIONAL CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES

TRANSPORT CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I IL III

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TGW Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. TOGW

(feet) _jL 100% 85% 70% 100% 85% 70% 100% 85% 70%

Over 6,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 5.94 4.81 3.66 3.89 3.23 2.49 2.92 2.44 1.88

2,500 +10 6.86 5.49 4.13 4.43 3.66 2.82 3.32 2.77 2.14

5,000 + 5 8.00 6.31 4.69 5.08 4.16 3.19 3.79 3.15 2.43

7,500 0 9.46 7.30 5.35 5.87 4.76 3.62 4.34 3.59 2.77

10,000 - 5 11.36 8.55 6.13 6.83 5.47 4.12 5.00 4.10 3.15

8,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 6.57 5.20 3.87 4.34 3.54 2.70 3.28 2.7b 2.07

2,500 +10 7.70 5.98 4.39 4.99 4.04 3.06 3.75 3.08 2.3b

5,000 + 5 9.15 6.95 5.01 5.78 4.63 3.47 4.31 3.52 2.68

7,500 0 11.06 8.16 5.75 6.76 5.33 3.9b 4.98 4.03 3.05

10,000 - 5 13.70 9.71 6.65 8.01 6.19 4.53 5.80 4.64 3.49

10,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 6.78 5.29 3.89 4.52 3.66 2.76 3.44 2.82 2.14

2,500 +10 8.01 6.12 4.43 5.23 4.18 3.14 3.95 3.22 2.44

5,000 + 5 9.61 7.15 5.07 6.10 4.81 3.57 4.55 3.6 2.76

7,500 0 11.78 8.46 5.84 7.19 5.57 4.08 5.29 4.23 3.17

10,000 - 5 14.87 10.17 6.79 8.61 6.52 4.68 6.22 4.9U 3.63
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TABLE b-5B

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR CONVENTIONAL CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES

TRANSPORT CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I II I1

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. TUGW

(feet) £§2 100% 85% 70% 100% 85% 70% 100% 85% 70%

12,500 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 6.51 5.07 3.72 4.43 3.57 2.69 3.40 2.78 2.10

2,500 +10 7.69 5.87 4.24 5.12 4.09 3.05 3.90 3.17 2.40

5,000 + 5 9.23 6.87 4.86 5.99 4.71 3.48 4.52 3.64 2.73

7,500 0 11.32 8.12 5.60 7.08 5.46 3.98 5.26 4.19 3.12

10,000 - 5 14.31 9.77 6.51 8.50 6.40 4.58 6.19 4.85 3.58

15,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 5.87 4.63 3.42 4.09 3.31 2.50 3.17 2.60 1.9b

2,500 +10 6.89 5.34 3.90 4.72 3.76 2.84 3.64 2.97 2.24

5,000 + 5 8.21 6.21 4.46 5.50 4.36 3.24 4.20 3.40 2.56

7,500 0 9.95 7.30 5.12 6.47 5.04 3.70 4.88 3.91 2.93

10,000 - 5 12.37 8.71 5.93 7.72 5.89 4.25 5.73 4.52 3.3a

17,500 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 5.10 4.08 3.06 3.64 2.97 2.25 2.85 2.35 1.71

2,500 +10 5.94 4.68 3.47 4.18 3.39 2.5b 3.27 2.bd Z.U3

5,000 + 5 6.99 5.42 3.96 4.84 3.89 2.92 3.7b .07 2.

7,500 0 8.33 6.31 4.54 5.65 4.88 3.33 4.35 3.52 2.bo

10,000 - 5 10.13 7.45 5.23 6.67 5.20 3.82 5.07 4.Ob 3.04
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equivalent to that needed solely for tile vertical climb. Once tile knee of tile

curve has been reached, power required to sustain level flight begins to

noticeably diminish (effective translational lift has been achieved) and d

larger increment of power becomes available to sustain the accelerating climb.

Phrasing the assumptions differently, when power is available to penait

vertical climb rate to be sustained, a portion of that power may be used to

accelerate into forward flight while concurrently climbing; upon reaching the

flight velocity for "effective translational lift" (represented by the knee of

the power required curve of Figure B-2) power available to sustain the

climbing acceleration begins to increase. Inasmuch as the specific chrac-

teristics of curves such as in Figure B-2 are not published in RFM, it is

necessary to develop estimates of related parameters.

An estimate of vertical climb capability is of pdrdMount importdnce to

Direct Climb estimation. To obtain this estimate we again appeal to momnerntum

theory. Form Richards, the induced power required to hover is:

= Wv. W 2f

At the limiting density altitude, hd og e , for HUGE this necomes:

Wvi OG[ limit of power available - ,

i OG[
B2 0 OGE '
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If it is assumed the Pi is constant (except for corrections to compensate for

increases in available power resulting form altitude reduction), the power

available to climb, Pc, at some lower density altitude, hd 2, is:

PC = WV' = Wvi OGE - Wvi 2

Solving for the uncorrected vertical rate of climb, V', this becomes:

v i OGE Wi2 = R 2  2

W 1( 52 2 - -Fqn. 5

Since the vertical motion of the helicopter permits the rotor to act on d

greater mass of air than has been assumed in the momentum theory for hovering

applied thus far, a correction will be developed based on the conservation of

power, also from Richards:

W (vi 2 +V) = W (v v V + V V) Eqn. (6)

in which Vi v is the corrected induced velocity in vertlcd] climb ond Vv th,

corresponding correctecd rate of climb. From Richards, using the reldtionshlvp:

2 2vi viV v V



Equation (6) is solved non-dimnensionally to yield:

V v I
T-r 1 + l V i 2

which yields Vv as follows in terms definable frim kF;1 intormation:

1 = VKI + Eqn. (7)Vv  =V I + /vi2 +  I

2

Combining Equations (5) and (7) yields:

_____ + 1/ FPOGE -*1i~ 2V +TR +'~ I'YL \1 \ P

= - - Eqn. (8)
OGE o2

This expression is reasonably accurate for small differences between hd uge

and hd 2. It improves as such differences diminish providing the most

accurate estimate of capability for tile most critical fliyht reylme. The

estimate is limited to the extent that tle vertical component of drdy is

neglected. This component is least signiticant at the limiting, lowest rates

of vertical climb.
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In order to correct for increases in available power at lower dititude, VV

nas oeen firtner ;odified to reflect differences in pressure altitude by:

62

V - 6 Vv Eqn. £9)
OGE

The data presented in the main body of the report were computed from HUU.

limits based on standard, +10
0 C, +200C and +300 C temperdtures. In this Yay no

further correction need be made for temperature. If RFM ddta are not availabe

for the increment of temperature, T , difference from standard conditions, the

same correction factor developed in the Direct Climb section could be applied

such that:

" 288 Vv
Vv =f288+2.5 aT v

This correction was not needed for data in this report.

To estimate the climb gradient realizable from vertical rates ut clim

conputed from Equation (9), 10 Knots horizontal velocity component Vh has been

arbitrarily assumed to coincide with the estimated vertical velocity. Con-

sequently, the estimated direct climb gradient can be directly computed as:

gradient = Vh/Vv '

(in appropriate units).
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Table B-6 shows the acceleration Direct Climb ot generic Nonidl Category

helicopters estimated for Levels I, II and Ill at various weights for standard

day conditions at different altitudes; arid Tables B-TA and B-7B show similar

data for Transport Category helicopters. It Can be seen that siriall differences

in performance occur between helicopters at different iaximum TUW fur

conditions of performance level, altitude, and percentage of load. Inasmuch as

these differences are small, the 3000 pound configuration of Normal Category

helicopter and 6000 pound Transport Category helicopter, representing the least

capable of each class, have been selected for more detailed presentation of

data in the main body of the report.
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TABLE b-6

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR DIRECT CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES

NORMAL CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I II Iii

ALTITUb, TEMP Percent Max. TOGW Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TU6W

(feet) (°C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 9U% 6U0%

3,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 35.76 3.34 2.15 3.55 1.47 0.93 1.40 0.62 U.46

2,500 i10 NC b.41 3.25 7.42 2.04 1.18 1.94 1.03 U.bd

5,000 + 5 NC 41.22 6.16 NC 3.17 1.57 3.01 1.3b 0.1.U

7,500 0 NC NC 33.00 NC 6.40 2.?6 6.07 1.91 0.8

10,000 - 5 NC NC NC Nc 89.67 3.75 85.07 3.03 1.14

4,500 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 30.80 2.88 1.85 3.06 1.27 U.80 1.20 0.11 J.42

2,500 +10 NC 5.53 2.80 6.39 1.76 1.02 1.67 0.69 0.50

5,000 + 5 NC 35.51 5.30 NC 2.73 1.36 2.59 1.13 0.6J

7,500 0 NC NC 28.43 NC 5.52 1.95 b.23 1.b4 U.76

10,000 - 5 NC NC NC NC 71.2s 3.23 73.28 2.61 0.96

6,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 28.14 2.63 1.69 2.79 1.16 0.23 1.10 0.64 o.38

2,500 +10 NC 5.05 2.56 5.84 1.61 0.93 l.bk 0.81 (Jq.4

5,000 + 5 NC 32.44 4.85 NC 2.50 1.6k 2.37 1.u/ 0.55

7,5(J0 0 NC NC 25.91 NC b.04 I .?,li 4.76 1. U U. o)

10,000 - 5 NC NC NC NC 70.58 2.9b b6.96 2.39 U.9 t
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TABLE B-/A

CLIMB GRADIENTS FUR DIRECT CLIMb

STANDARD DAY TEMPERAlURES

TRANSPORT CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I II 11

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TU6W

(feet) (°C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% ]00% 90% 80%

6,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 5.95 3.62 1.94 2.23 1.2b 0.89 0.8b U.b4 0.49

2,500 +10 171.97 9.33 3.09 4.01 1.79 1.16 1.14 0.6O O.D9

5,000 + 5 NC NC 6.77 14.7/ 2.89 1.61 1.63 1.05 u.74

7,500 0 NC NC NC NC 6.63 2.50 2.6b 1.47 b.gb

10,000 - 5 NC NC NC NC NC b.08 6.31 2.33 i.j2

8,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 5.54 3.37 1.81 2.08 1.17 0.82 0.80 U.59 U.4b

2,500 +10 159.95 8.68 2.88 3.73 1.66 1.08 1.06 U.75 ;.

5,000 + 5 NC NC 6.30 13.74 2.69 1.50 1.52 U.96 u.b9

7,500 0 NC NC NC NC 6.1/ 2.33 2.48 1.37 u.,j

10,000 - 5 NC NC NC NC NC 4.73 b.87 2.16 1.23

10,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 5.32 3.23 1.74 2.00 1.13 0.79 0.77 U.bl U.43

2,500 +10 153.66 8.33 2.76 3.58 1.60 1.03 1.02 0.72 u. 3

5,000 + 5 NC NC 6.05 13.20 2.59 1.44 1.46 0.94 0.o6

7,500 0 NC NC NC NC 5.93 2.24 2.38 1.32 U.86

10,000 - 5 NC NC NC NC NC 4.54 5.64 2.U6 1.1b
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TABLE B-7B

CLIMB GRADIENTS FOR DIRECT CLIMB

STANDARD DAY TEMPERATURES

TRANSPORT CATEGORY HELICOPTERS

PERFORMANCE LEVELS

PRESSURE I 11 I1

ALTITUDE TEMP Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUGW Percent Max. TUiW

(feet) (0C) 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80% 100% 90% 80/

12,500 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 5.20 3.16 1.60 1.95 1.10 0.73 0.76 0.b 0.40

2,500 +10 150.26 8.15 2.55 3.50 1.5b 0.95 1.O U.70 0.4v

5,000 + 5 NC NC 5.58 12.90 2.53 1.33 1.42 U.92 0.bl

7,500 0 NC NC NC NC 5.80 2.06 2.33 1.29 0.79

10,000 - 5 NC NC NC NC NC 4.19 5.52 2.U3 1.Ug

15,000 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 5.19 3.16 1.69 1.95 1.10 0.7/ 0.75 0.5b U.42

2,500 +10 149.98 8.13 2.70 3.50 1.56 1.01 1.00 0.70 O.b2

5,000 + 5 NC NC 5.90 12.88 2.52 1.40 1.42 0.92 0.65

7,500 0 NC NC NC NC 5.79 2.18 2.32 1.29 U.b4

10,000 - 5 NC NC NC NC NC 4.43 b.bi 2.03 1.15

17,500 lbs. MAX TOGW

S.L. +15 5.25 3.20 1.72 1.97 1.11 0.78 0.76 O.5b 0.43

2,500 +10 151.81 8.23 2.73 3.54 1.58 1.02 1.01 0.71 U.52

5,000 + 5 NC NC 5.98 13.04 2.55 1.42 1.44 0.93 U.bb

7,500 0 NC NC NC NC 5.86 2.21 2.35 1.30 0.85

10,000 - 5 NC NC NC NC NC 4.49 5.57 2.U5 1.17
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